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Study off summer school

President advises Senate
on committee progress

Hubert Regley. I'niversity Regent who died this week posed
with former I'niversily president. Robert Martin and former

governor, I<nuie R Nunn at the opening of the Regley
Huilding on campus

Robert B. Begley dies of
heart attack
Knberl It Iteglev. 67. chairman of ihe
boanl of Regley Drug Company and
chairmiiii ol the I'niversily Hoard of
Regents, passed away of a heart attack
Tuesday morning while istl a business
lrip in New York City

We were grieved this morning
i Tuesday i In learn of the death of Mr
Robert P- Hegley who had served this
institution for 12 years as a
member • I its Hoard of Regents and as
i hairman ol ihe Hoard since 1974." said
I niversily Presidenl .1 (' Powell
"Mi Regley was a man of great
inlegrily who look a deep personal
mieresl in ihe ongoing activities and
continuing development of Kastern
Kentucky I'niversity
The same
(futilities thai made him a success in his
personal activities redounded lo the
advantage of ihis institution His
• -nniribiitions lo Kastern were exemplary of Ins devoted service lo Ihe
entire Richmond and Madison County
area." staled Powell
He added. "The I'niversity Community shares the grief of Ihe Hegley
family and offers lo all of them our
heartfelt sympathy We have lost a
creal Iriend and supporter "

stale
Senator
and
President
I'moritus of Ihe I'niversity Robert R
Martin said. 'The passing of Mr
Regley comes as a tremendous shock lo
me personally as well as lo his many
ii ICIKIS in Ihe Richmond community
and throughout Ihe country I have
personally and intimately known and
admired Hob Hegley for many years
and his close friendship has been an
inspiration lo me. especially during the
years 'hat I served as president of
kastern Kentucky I'niversity "
Martin added. "Through his leader
ship role .is member and chairman ol
the Hoard of Regents that span a dozen
rears, he trade many contributions to
Ihe I'niversily Ihal cannot easily he
measured His friendship, indeed, has
been one nl Ihe genuine highlights, not
only during my tenure as president of
Kaslern. hul since my retirement in
1976
A kind and gentle man.
Mr Hegley
demonstrated loyalty and devotion In
Kaslern. to his company, lo his family
and Iriends was unequalled and
unquestioned I shall always covet the
memory of him as a forthright and
sincere man, a real giant of a man in
every respect." said Martin
Regley was born in l/>n.don. July

Colonels face the
Wolfpack in playoffs
lt\ IKKKSMII.KV
Sports K.ditor
Santa < law came early this year for
1 be Colonel football team
l'.y virtue of Southern I'niversily's 147 upset win over previously lop-ranked
(■rambling, the Colonels stepped into
the at large berth of Ihe National
Division l-AA playoffs.
As if lhat news wasn't enough.
athletic officials learned Sunday lhat
the semi-final matchup with Ihe
I niversily of Nevada-Reno will be held
at Hanger Kield this Saturday.
However. Santa had a little more
trouble in gelling his present for the
1 nlonels out of Ihe bag. than most
IHsiple expected
11 seems that not everyone was
content In let I he Colonels have an early
1 bristmas Crambling. for one. thought
that its team still deserved a berth in
the four team playoffs.
1 it hers who tried to slick their hands
in the bag included Alcorn State.
Massachusetts and Rattan University
Hut the Colonels' record and high
ranking proved simply too much for the
other opportunistic teams, according to
Don Combs, director of athletics and a
member of Ihe selection committee.
Combs said that IM- and numerous
other representatives from Division IAA schools debated the issue for 45
minules before deciding lhat the
("nlonels would join Reno in one semifinal l-ehigh and Ohio Valley Conference champion Murray State were

given the first two spots.
Combs was excluded from the hook
up when Ihe conversation concerned
Kastern in particular and he had to wait
lor the final decision
"It wasn't as cut and dried as I
thought." said Combs
Apparently Ihe other schools vying
lor Ihe berth were upset by the fact thai
both of the teams from the south would
he Kentucky OVC schools.
"That could have been it but it's just
pure speculation on my part."
theorized Combs.
Combs added that he had heard thai
the other south representative had told
Crambling prior lo the Southern(ii ambling game that if the No 1 team
lost, then Kastern would get his vote
•'Naturally, we're just tickled to
death." remarked Combs
Ticket sales began Tuesday for Ihe
Colonels' first postseason action since
1976. when they losl to North Dakota
Slate 10-7 al Hanger Field Students are
reminded that their IDs will not allow
them admittance to this game
General admission tickets are
available for $3. which will permit
seating anywhere except the rsJMrved
sections Reserved seats are $5 apiece
and special considerations will be given
to Colonel Club members for selected
seating.
The game, scheduled for regional
television, will likely be blacked out on
ihe Lexington station but may be
carried by stations in Uiuisville or
Cincinnati.

SI, 1912. the son ol Ihe laic Judge W K
and Tclilha Dyche Hegley He received
ins early education in London city
Schools. Sue Rennet Klemenlary School
ami London High School
'The lirsl Hegley pharmacy was
opened in London.
in 1921 by the
late Ryron R
Hegley and Hegley
wnrked part lime in his brother's store
during bis high school and college
sears
He joined Ins brother lull lime m 19:12
tiflcr his graduation Irom ihe Louisville
School ul Pharmacy
'The Iwo opened a second store al
Richmond in 19:14 and Richmond has
lieen Ihe headquarters for Ihe Hegley
u|M'ialion since Ihal lime
I'egley conlinued as a partner with
bis brother and nlhers in succeeding
stores Ihal opened until I94H. al which
lime a corporation, ihal is in operation
loday. was formed When Ihe company
was incorporated, Hegley was elected
executive vice president
In I!•!>■!. he was elected presidenl and
chairman of the Imard. succeeding his
bniibei" and held this position until 1974
He was elected in 1974 lo Ihe office he
bold until bis death, chairman of Ihe
Hoard ol Hegley Drug Company
He was serving his third four-year
lerm as a member of the Hoard of
Regents ol Ihe I'niversily. of which he
was chairman
IS... Bagujy. pag* 161
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l<> Itlllt IXII I \l<
Vns I ill I in
I'niversity President J.C
Powell
odvlted faculty Senate Monday of the
reports of iwo rommittees thai had
lieen set up curlier in the year to review
Imlh I he I'nivcrsity's summer school
arrangement and commencement
exercises
In I he President's Report, regarding
commencement exercises. Powell
staled thai the I'niversity program,
last May. did not reflect "positively" on
ihe I 'Diversity
lie told ihe senate it was observed
lhat i here have been two main
problems with ihe ceremony, namely
Ihe length "f Ihe program and the
"extremely crowded conditions "
Rccausc of these problems. Powell
added Ihal il was in general agreement
Ihal interest was consequently lost in
the program by persons attending
According to Powell, the ad hoc
committee Ihal he appointed to review
and report on I'niversily com
iiieiicemcnl exercises has completed its
work, with Ihe Council on Academic
Affairs having already reviewed the
reporl
Powell stressed In the senate lhat the
ild hoc committee's report consists
strictly "i recommendations ai this
lime and is not I'niversily policy
lie added Ihal it is his intention to gel
-nine feedback Irom I'niversily faculty
mi ihe recommendations, before they
were submitted through Ihe I'niversity
administrative chain for approval and
possible implementation
Among Ihe recommendations of the
ad hoc committee, according to Powell,
was Ihe elimination of the baccalaureate service and Ihe scheduling

"t the commencement ceremony the
Salurday of finals week at III a m In
Hanger Stadium
Inclement weather would move Ihe
ceremony In Alumm Coliseum, inadded
Powell also said Ihal ihe committee
recommended Ihe program continue to
' lie arranged, so Ihal the I'niversity
would confer honorary degrees lo those
deemed worthy
The Council on Academic Affairs.
aikled Hs own recommendation along
this line, thai Ihe I'niversity seek
speakers ol national and slate
prominence, who may or may mil lie
receiving an honorary degree from Ihe
I diversity, said Powell
Powell said another recommendation
of Ihe ad hix- committee was that in the
conferring of undergraduate and
graduate degrees. Ihe dean of Ihe
particular college would call the names
of candidates who would remain
standing until Ihe entire class was
called, before being sealed
\llcr Ihe ceremony was over, each
particular college would hold a
reception where diploma covers would
be given lo the students, Said Powell
The present commencement system
allows candidates In walk across the
slage and receive Ihcir diploma rover
Irom Ihe president nl Ihe i'niversily
Powell noted Ihal Ihe committee also
recommended lhat no change be made
lor the August commencement exer
rises, but suggested Ihal a survey or
study be made concerning Ihe
possibility, nl a December com
inoncemenl
Presently, there are no December
commencement exercises in Ihe entire
slate "I Kentucky, said Powell

I'nwell stated Ihal il Ihe rccom
mind.iiurns receive positive feedback
and are approved by ihe I'niversily
llien be would appoint
a
Pom
iiicnccmenl Arrangements Committee
In implement the plans in ihe neai
I ul lire

i nnccriiififc* \\w rrvirw ill ihe
i iiivorsit \
summer
school
.ii TiiniM'iiu'iit l»v M not her iiri Inn
cninmitfro I'MWHI Ktated 1 h; i it was
the opinion ot thai committee thai ihe
present system is Ihe best lor the in
-litulmn at this lime
However, the Kacult) Senate passed
,i motion later in its meeting lo transmit
;i letter In Ihe committee .iskmglhem In
review I heir reporl again
TIlC action ca'meoul ill a request by ,i
senator Ihal summer session com
pciisalmn lenglh ol session type ol
uuaranlec »l appoint men I and other
relevanl factors regarding summei
school be looked al more closely
Kacult) Senate also passed three
prnfMisals al Ihe liieeling. which in
i luricd I he establishment of ihe grade "i
II'
In Progress to IM1 used in MII 1;
courses as theses internships prac
iiciiins and self-paced classes
\ proposal adopting a policy that
noted the lacuft) responsibility for Ihe
I ngllsll roinposilmn ut students alsu
|i.'issell as Well as a prnpo#H I'hatlgC III
teoelier
education
adniissiiin
requirements ol certain transfer
-Indents
In old business the reporl ol Ihe
SeiNiic Committee on Kvaluation nl
Niinunistraiors was received b\ ihe
-en.iiiv endorsed in principle and
transmitted In Ihe president nl Ihe
I Diversity

Powell Building open hours
will be tried next term
lt\ l«»KI\ P\TKR
M.in. 11:1111; I illtiii

Open hours of Ihe Powell Kuilding
lobby will be extended at Ihe start of Ihe
upcoming spring semester on a trial
basis as Ihe result of a proposal drawn
up by Ihe Kxlended Hours Committee
'The committee, co-chaired by
Women's Inicrdorm President Mary
\nn Salerno and Skip Daugherty.
director of student activities and
organizations, received final approval
on
Ihe prn|>osal
Xov
28.
from
I niversily President Dr .1 C Powell
Prior approval of ihe proposal was
made earlier by Ihe Council on
Xcademic Affairs
"Men's and Women's Interdnrm and
Sludenl Senate first. each turned in a
proposal lo see what the needs were."
explained Salerno
This is what we've come up with as
a compromise." said Daugherty about
the proposal He added that he feels the
I'nwell Pudding is a centrally-located
-|MII whk'h can well be used for the
purpose of studying "'ogether in an
informal manner "
said Daugherty. "Il seemed like a
Ingical choice

The consensus ol the committee in
making up Ihe proposal was Ihal the
iliirm lobbies and the libraty do no!
adequately lend themselves lor late
nigbl studying With members ol Ihe
opposite sex
Since Ihe library has limitations Ihal
I'csiricl conversation and because Ihe
dorm lobbies must close al midnight on
week nights, "we needed 11 neutral
place " answered Salerno
\exl semester, when the proposal is
lobe implemented, hours in ihe Powell
lobby will be until 2 a in Sunday
through 'Thursday To compensate for
I IM- increase, hours on Kriday and
Saturday evening will be shortened,
-nice '"'here's really a very limited
1 row 11 here on Kriday and Salurday
-aid Daugherty
Daugherty indicated. Ihal with Ihe
new hours, there should be lew
problems wiih rescheduling since
members nl Ihe -tall are part tune

employees
\ccordmg to Salerno, m order lo lesl
the effectiveness of Ihe adjusted hours.

the |ie|-sun al ihe Powell Information
Desk will t.ik [■ a survey each lllghl lii
-ee how Ilia n\ students arc lakintt
advantage "I ihe new limes
"We keep an hourly char) every day
now to see what our flow is." I laugher!)
ies|Hinileil
security Will (kilts normal
walk'hrmiglt |ialrols
he added
Iinugherl) also said Ihal ibis Inal nl
extended hunt- will also -how whelbei
• ii nni Hie lacdil) is subjected III ad
ililional we.,r .mil tear
"We bo|M' we have the same type
crowd anil thai il IS used tor the same
purpose
commented Daugherty
"We want lo make sure Ihal people
aren't misusing ihe lacilily.' backed up
•Salerno
II I his proves successful
1 hen it will be implemented nrnhuhl)
Inrever." she -aid
"It's really ideal
now there's .1
place where students can go and talk in
1 .nil niher every evening during ihe
week until .' ,1 111 We're really fuelled
.IIHMII ii We rcall) think it s noun; In
ISM. POW.II.
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Periscope
Inspired by the poetic muse of
the Christmas season, I niversily
student Dale Willenhrink composed a sporty letter to Santa. 11
appears mi page 2.

editorials
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Editor, business
manager resign
liinny Kager. editor of the Progress.
lias resigned her position to accept a
position with the Madison County
Newsweek, a local weekly paper
Kager will assume the duties of
managing editor of the Newsweek,
effective Dec 17
The 21-year-old senior, who will
r 1 .nlii.it•• in May with a HA degree in
journalism, has served the Progress in
the capacity of organizations editor and
features editor last year, before
assuming the position of editor of the
paper this year
Hob Dollar, a senior journalism
major from Hnpkinsville. has been
named editor*or Ihe spring semester to
replace Kager
However, his appointment hinges on
final approval by the I'niversity Hoard
of Student Publications
Dollar is presently the news editor of

the Progress. His position will be filled
next semester by Janet Jacobs, the
current city editor
Kreshman journalism major Dean
Holt will takeover Ihe duties for Jacobs
and Ihe Progress at the city desk
In another major staff change.
Husiness Manager Jim Thomason will
also resign at the end of the semester
afler serving Ihe Progress in that
capacity lor two and one half years
Thomason. a senior industrial
technology
major
scheduled
to
graduate in May. wilj he replaced by
Hetty Ann t loins. Ihe present assistant
husiness manager
(loins, a 21 year-old senior public
relations major from Krankfort. must
also be approved by the I'niversity
Hoard of Student Publications before
assuming her new position next
semester

0, 0, 0, 0
As the clock shows no time and the Colonels score 84 to I'niversity of North
.Carolina
Charlotte's 79 Derek Cordon yells in appreciation of the Colonel
victory Tuesday night iphoto by Scott Adams)

*l

LM
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Editorials,
Commercialism
eliminates spirit

Synthetic
Christmas
trees,
plastic Santa Clauses with frozen
smiles and aluminum tinsel,
specially treated to reflect the
colored lights, are all a part of
Christmas today
The
holiday
has
really
progressed from cutting your own
tree, giving handmade gifts and
stringing popcorn for decoration.
With this progression has come
Hie liberation of the Christmas
spirit, that is. that undefinable
essence that consumes everyone's
lime
during
the
month
of

December.
After all. old Christmas customs
and traditions that are so much a
part of the spirit are all timeconsuming and
have slowly
evolved oul of popularity.
Why spend weeks knitting a
sweater when you can buy one in no
lime at all
Why bake a tasty fruitcake when
ihose canned ones at the supermarket are so convenient?
Why
shoot a turkey? It would only have
lo be plucked and cleaned. It's
quicker to buy a frozen one.
Why bake all those cookies,
candies and other goodies to take to
friends and families? Just buy two

doughnuts and give one to your
dog
And taking the kids to see Santa!
It used to be such a hassle. The
days of anticipation with children
trying to decide on which doll or
what car to ask for. the agonizing
frowns when asked if they had
behaved themselves this year and
the endless question of. "How can
Santa find us, we don't have a
chimney?" All are gone.

Today department-store Santas
and their elves shuffle children on
and off the knees so quickly that
the
kids
need
photographic
memories to recall the jolly, old
soul.
Door-to-door carolers are also a
time-consuming thing of the past.
Well, wlw wants to tramp through
cold, snowy streets to sing about
wise men, noels and reindeer
anyway? You might get mugged.
And even if you don't get
mugged, who is going to open their
door in the middle of the night to a
group of people singing. "Dashing
through the snow..."
Christmas today is less timeconsuming.
And some people probably
complain about a lack of Christmas
Spirit.

Santa's
gift list

Iran, probably
laughing at U S

Dear Santa,
I know that it it early.
Rut my list this year ain't short.
Here's the gifts I'd like to get
My friends In the world of sport.
Three seconds for Ed Byhre,
To use at his own discretion.
For Bobby Knight, some calm pills.
And a mail-in Spanish lesson.
Kastern coach Roy Kidd should get
Another shot at Murray.
For Denny ('rum. team offense
Please Santa, would you hurry?
Karl Weaver, a new hair-do.
And an ashtray made of gold.
For boxing fans, Muhammed Ali,
To be 25 years old.
An all-Canada world series
For commissioner Bowie Kuhn.
Along with a flannel shortage.
And the return of Wally Moon.
Hotter looking cabbies are
What Raltimore could use.
Frank Gifford needs new sidekicks.
Woody Hayes, a longer fuse.
A new theme song for the Pirates.
Another Bird for ISU.
Steel backboards for Darryl Dawkins.
And for Tony Franklin, a shoe
For Cincinnati's Bengals.
And I think this gift's essential.
A team that features something more,
Than unlimited potential.

The leader of the country, the
Ayatollah, is supporting the group
of students and is also demanding
the Shah's return, as well as public
denouncement of the Sha \ as a war
criminal.

Kill Walton needs a new career,
Playing basketball would be nice.
Let Nolan Ryan his own bank.
And the Steeler's champagne, some ice.

For trivia buffs, the answer
To this item of intrigue.
With 45 home runs this year.
Who led the American League?
An undisputed title
Fills college football's cart.
Give Reggie Bars to Billy.
Give Curci a purple heart.
More players from the OVC
Might suit the Giants well.
And finally, dear Santa.
Iran gets Howard Cosell

Tis the season lo be jolly
So. in keeping with the holiday
spirit, let's lake a look at Santa's
gift list which I was able to obtain
trom uninformed sources at the
North Pole
It should be noted, though, that
Mr Claus refused to comment on
'he authenticity of the list, but
dissatisfied and disgruntled elves
verified it as official.
At the top of the list is the name
•t little Jimmy Carter who asked
Santa for two things this Christmas
a lube of toothpaste and to again
IH' elected president
Sources reveal that Jimmy will
net one present this year.
Jimmy's friend Teddy Kennedy
isked Santa for a brand new car

present, while Gerald Ford has
asked the old gent for a set of golf
clubs.
Reportedly. Nixon will find a
Japanese-made tape recorder in
his stocking.
As for Ford. Santa is said to be
bringing him a seeing eye dog, so
that he might move around more
easily without tripping or falling
"down.
On the local front, Santa has
received quite a few requests that
might be of interest to certain
people.
University President J.C. Powell
has asked old Saint Nick for some
power, as well as some expensive
tropical fish for his brand new.
Japanese, ornamental fish pond

'Skip wants Santa
to book a big-name
group for a
University concert,
naming Starbuck
as his first choice.
among his presents.
Reportedly. Santa replied that
little Teddy would gel a car when
he learned how to drive.
However, he hinted with a
twinkle in his eye that Teddy might
get an early Christmas present
next year
According to the list, the former
Shah of Iran has asked Santa for a
country lo live in for Christmas.
He will reportedly get the names
of the poorest countries in the
world that are up for sale.
The Ayatollah Khomeini has
asked Santa for the former Shah of
Iran as his Christmas present.
Instead, he'll receive a CIA spy
kit and more hostages for his
hostage collection.
Iranian students in the United
Slates have requested protection
(rom Santa as their present
They will reportedly receive a
choice of Ku Klux Klan and John
Birch Society bodyguards or oneway tickets back to Iran.
For Iranian students in Iran,
Santa plans to give them some
classes to go to. since they always
seem to have so much free time for
extracurricular activities such as
embassy takeovers.
It has also
been revealed that Santa has
received gift requests from two
former presidents.
Richard Nixon has asked for "a
second chance" as his Christmas

that was recently built.
J.C. will get his fish, according to
sources, but athletic director Don
Combs gets to keep the power at
least for another year.
Well, maybe next year, J.C, if
Don Combs gets his Christmas
wish - a toupee.
The Student Association has also
asked Santa for some power as
their Christmas gift.
But. because power is in such a
high demand this year, Santa will
be unable to comply.
Instead, they'll have to settle for
the next best thing-no power but a
lot of committees to keep them
determined and occupied.
Santa has also been asked by
Skip Daughterly for one small
Christmas present.
Skip wants Santa to book a bigname group for a University
concert as his only present, naming
Starbuck as his first choice.
Now, how could Santa refuse
such a small and sincere request?
According to unreliable sources,
Skip will get his present.
As for the students, Santa will
deliver two presents, according to
informed sources.
The first present is a Merry
Christmas, while the second is a
better new year ahead.
Now who can argue with the
spirit of Christmas?

Dale Willenbnnk

editor's mailbag.
Iran
Kditor:
For over a month now. 50 Americans
have been held hostage in Iran This is
clearly a breach of ethics and morality
and in no way should America not
retaliate if they are harmed.
However there remains another issue
I hat is being blinded by the emotion
aroused by the kidnappings. That is of
the shah and his presence in America
Slowly, but surely, another force is
examining this historic moment in a
more open-minded way.
The facts are. that the shah, during
his regime was one of the most brutal,
militaristic and oppressive leaders in
modern times. Iran also charges, upon
his exit, the shah embezzled millions,
even billions, of dollars from their
country.
The question is do they have a right to
prosecute him for these alleged
crimes''
Some would say no. They ran him out
so he should not be returned.
However. I cannot help but wonder
what America would do faced in the
same situation What if Richard Nixon,
during the height of Watergate, had
decided to take exile in some foreign
country, and upon exit had taken with
him billions of dollars. Would the
American government and public want
him returned''
Comparing the shah and Nixon is not
a fair comparison due to the fact that
the shah's hideous behavior was much
more visible and atrocious than that of
Nixon's Hut the issue is principly the
same
I wonder how I would feel if my
brother were one of the hostages and
was due to be executed if the shah were
not returned. I believe I would buy him
his ticket back.
Is the life of their criminal worth the
life of even one hostage, much less 50.
Or is the shah of Iran worth going to
war over. I doubt it.
But he will never be returned and I
feel the real reason for this will remain
a secret as so many other government
decisions have in the past.
Tim Mesaris

Concert tragedy
Dear Kditor.
The potential for the kind of tragedy
that occurred at Riverfront Coliseum
on Monday evening exists at any event
attended by large and enthusiastic

The country of Iran has been in
the public eye quite a lot in recent
years.
It supplies our country with so
much oil that we are close to
becoming dependent on it for our
major source of oil.
It was recently the site of a
political revolution that saw the
overthrow of the Shah of Iran and it
saw the Ayatollah
Ruhollah
Khomeini takeover. Even more
recently, the prime minister
resigned on the premise that he
actually had no governmental
power.
And now a group of Iranian
students has the audacity to thumb
its noses at the United States.
The action of the students these
past few weeks has been exactly
that - thumbing their noses and
laughing at our country.
Even worse, the Carter administration is not really doing
anvthinfl about it.
The students are holding 50
American hostages in the American
embassy and they are demanding the
return of the Shah among other
things, for the safety of the
hostages.

They want to try the Shah as a
war criminal and apparently they
wish to execute him. They would
also like the Shah's wealth turned
over to Iran.
Meanwhile, the Shah is in Texas
recuperating from surgery and a
victim of lung cancer. He is
probably dying.
Yet. the Iranians want to try this
man for war crimes and given the
chance, will probably execute him
in a humiliating and bloody
manner.

Why should the United States
( nm(is li makes no difference what
kind of event it is At Eastern; concerts
and athletic events are attended by
fairly good-sized crowds and we could
face the type of situation that occurred
in Cincinnati.
I have only attended one concert at
Eastern and Ihe crowd control at this
concert was good However, the sale of
festival style seating did cause a rush
when the two single door entrances
wore opened an hour and a half before
the concert
There seemed to be about 20 or 30
people in charge of only two doors It
could have been worse, but the crowd
was not so large and the problem
quickly righted itself
We need to establish procedures to
insure that more entrances are opened
for concerts at Alumni Coliseum and
most importantly, we must make the
decision lo sell only reserved seat
tickets for large, well attended concert
attractions
Perhaps this will be viewed as an
excess of worry on my part, but I don't
think that we can be too cautious.
Concertgoing should be an opportunity
for enjoyment Let's keep it that way
C.Petersen

throw the Shah to a group of
bloodthirsty Iranians?
The Carter administration is
right in refusing to do so.
However, that does not excuse
their negligence in attempting to
obtain the hostages.
Of course, they have tried.
-With diplomacy, which has not
worked.
-With economic and financial
embargoes which have not worked.
The administration is scared.
They're scared of a group of
students who threaten to slaughter
the hostages if military action is
taken.
They're scared to bully a country
that is sitting on so much oil. Oil
that America needs.
They're scared.
Concerning the oil situation, the
Carter administration needs to
heed the advice of an editorial
which appeared in the Sunday,
Nov.
11,
1979 issue of the
Lexington Herald.
Essentially the editorial said to
let the Iranians, "Take that oil and
shove it."
The
students
threaten
to
slaughter the hostages if military
action is taken.
But the administration should
ignore this and proceed in a
manner drastic enough to intimidate the Iranians and thus
secure the freedom
of
the
American citizens.
They should go after those
Americans and attempt to rescue
them - or at least attempt to get
their bodies if that is what it comes
down to.
It's apparent that this weak
diplomacy used by Carter has not
worked, so military action may be
the last resort.
If they let 'the Iranians get by
with something like this, the next
time, there will be more than 50
hostages and
they
may
be
demanding more than the return of
a deposed Shah.

Cornett print for sale
by Alumni Association
The Alumni Association is offering a
limited number of signed and numbered watercolor prints by Al Cornett. a
1959 graduate of the University, for the
benefit of the Alumni Scholarship Fund.
The print. "Summer Susans." was
released this past September by the
artist who is donating all the proceeds
to the Fund.
According to J W Thurman. director
of alumni affairs, the 200 prints will be
announced in the next alumni
newsletter, but are now being offered to
faculty and students prior to the
Christmas season.
Matted and framed copies of the print
may be seen in the Office of Public
Affairs on the third floor of the Jones
Building or in the Alumni House on
l-anoastor Avenue.

"Summer Susans" is one of a number
of offerings from
the Alumni
Association last year. 500 copies of
.lirn Oliver's "Red Fox" were sold for
ihe benefit of the Scholarship Fund.
According to Thurman. those Fox
prints have increased in value nearly
five limes their original purchase price.
Presently, two prints of the campus.
Ihe central campus and "The Campus
Beautiful." featuring a panoramic view
of the entire main campus are also
being marketed
Copies of "Summer Susans." which
sell for $20 plus lax. may be picked up
at Ihe Alumni House any day between 8
am and 4 p.m. or purchased in the
bookstore,
The numbered prints are sold on a
first come, first serve basis.

'The Way*
Dear Kditor.
I read with interest Rob Dollar's
article on "The Way," given to me by a
friend. It's good to see coverage of this
group's activities.
One thing I've discovered in my
research that might interest Progress
readers is that "The Way" denies
salvation - a right relationship with
God leading to eternal life - to those
who cannot pay for the PFAL course.
This teaching is. in fact, directly
opposed to Ihe Bible's teaching. We can
never "buy" God's favor - a fact noted
over 19 centuries ago in Acts 8:20.
Although members of "The Way"
I've met and talked with are very
sincere, something I admire them for, I
feel they've still not really latched onto
"abundant life."
This is found only as one accepts
God's FREE gift of Himself in Jesus by
simply asking. In this way, too, one
does enter a right relationship with
Cod
One does have the promise of eternal
life One does become a follower of the
true way
Sincerely,
John A. Martin

Merry Christinas
and a Happy New Year
from The Progress.
Next issue will be Jan. 10.
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Library ships decorative,
sea worthy
Bv BASIL B. CLARK
Staff Writer

Okay, so when was the last time you
stopped to take a good look at the model
ships on display near the front entrance
to the library? If you haven't -- or it's
been awhile -- keep a copy of this article
on hand and take the time to visit our
local shipyard real soon.
Coordinate with their builder and you
can even see how float worthy they are
on Stratton take.
The ships on display were built by
William Rain, whose office is located in
Room 107 of the Stratton Ruilding.
The largest ship he built is a
destroyer that is a replica of the
"Sullivan's." a destroyer so named in
memory of five Sullivan brothers that
all died when the ship they were on sank
during World War II. As a direct result
of thai tragedy, the Navy issued orders
that brothers would no longer serve on
the same vessel.
The real "Sullivan's" is currently in
mothballs in a Navy yard in
Philadelphia It was in service through
the Korean War. Though it is now obsolete, there is a movement by several
Navy veterans across the country to
have the "Sullivan's" saved and
preserved as an American heritage
ship
Bain built his "Sullivan's" from
scratch, using plans that he obtained
from the Navy.
The second largest ship in the case is
the "Missouri." the Navy's heaviest
battleship It was on her decks that the
Japanese officially surrendered at
I he close of World War II
Bain built the model battleship
"Missouri" from a kit and he made a
statement about it that seems in
credulous if heard while looking at the
reproduction Bain said. "My model of
the Missouri' is not detailed nearly as
much as some builders have done it
Some will spend years on putting the
ship together I'm more concerned with
getting a ship in operating condition. I
like to take 'em out and run em."
Another of his models, a large, white
freighter with a red and white hull was
built from a kit and is an example of an
American Scout, a standard American
general-merchandise freighter in our
American maritime fleet Bain said
thai the American Scouts have first
class passenger acojBmniodations on
deck and that many Americans like to
book aboard these scouts because they
can get first class travel at a very
inexpensive rate.
A middle-sized freighter, with

"Baltimore" on the stern, is a scratchbuilt, world-wide tramp freighter.
These tramp freighters will haul
anything, anywhere They are usually
composed of a crew of varied races and
backgrounds and are often called the
"French Foreign.Legion" of freighters
Bain said he designed his own plans
for the freighter as a result of inspections he conducted on them while
he was in the Navy and also from
looking over the many he went aboard
when he lived near Baltimore.
"I used to relax and spend many
pleasant hours taking my kids to the
piers and watching the world-wide
freighters come and go." he said.
The smallest model in the display
rase is a scratch-built coaster, a .ypical
tramp steamer of a banana fleet that
runs from South America into our Gulf
Coast.
Sitting on a file cabinet in Bain's
office is a large, beautiful riverboat. He
said he had a lot of fun building this
quasi replica of the "Belle of
Louisville" and it also means a lot to
him because of its Kentucky heritage
There is a tape recorder on the deck of
this stunning beauty that plays music
from a calliope as it moves by radio
control around the lake.
Bain said, "My love for ships has led
me lo many occasions of talking with
crew members of all kinds of ships, and
I have found that almost all seamen
speak Knglish They all have a love of
llv sea and I have found them to be
people who are very amiable and
courteous
"As a generality. I think that if we
depended on wars to start from merchant seamen, we wouldn't have
wars." he added
As for their attraction lo the sea. Bain
said. "I think that the old Greek
philosophers had the same feeling when
they talked about the sirens that would
lead seamen to the reefs There is a
calmness and lure of the open sea that
is truly awesome."
Bain's own attraction to the things of
the sea is rather unusual, for he grew
up in Kansas and never saw an ocean
until he joined the Navy The main
spark that ignited the fire that would
become a lifelong passion with Bain
was given to him by a teacher he had in
the sixth grade
The teacher had been in the merchant
services as a young man and spelled
out many of his memories to the class
and showed them many fascinating
pictures of merchant vessels.
As a teenager. Bain said, he carved
oul ships from balsam woodblocks and
gave many of them away as Christmas
presents to friends After World War II.

Disco,
lyjflran style
Rock music fans have long been
upset since the disco music
revolution has taken place. Disco
music has been the majority of the
best sellers and has pushed many
rock groups right off the charts.
Not so long ago however, a group
of unemployed rock musicians
decided to do something about it.
So they stormed an all disco radio
station and took 62 disco disc
jockeys hostage.
They said that they wouldn't
release the hostages until the Bee
Gees were turned over to them and
until their music was reviewed by a
committee chaired by Frank
Zappa.
Although Zappa claimed that he
had nothing to do with the seizure
of the station, it was well-known
that the musicians were Mothers of
Invention fanatics and would do
anything that Zappa said.
Therefore, he said, the hostages
would not be released until they
were turned over. Zappa also
turned down an offer by Mick
Jagger to take the place of the
hostages.
Donna Summer, leader of the
disco movement, said that no
negotiations on the issue would
take place until the disc jockeys
were released. Summer also said
that the Bee Gees were working a a
"new wave" type of album and
would no longer be under her
jurisdiction once it was released.
Disco fans around the country
rallied around her decision. Zappa
was burned in effigy across the
country and rock albums were
smashed everywhere.
In collegetown bars, rock
musicians were beat-up and
threatened by patriotic disco
supporters. Thus, the anti-Zappa
movement grew rapidly.
Zappa tried to rally world

opinion to his cause. Everyday he
would make a remark about how
Summer and the Bee Gees planned
to overthrow the music industry.
Also, large groups of rock supporters would march by the disco
station shouting "The Bee Gees
stink." These demonstrations grew
greater as the rock world began to
mourn the 20th anniversary of the
death of Buddy Holly.
On the day after the anniversary
of Buddy Holly's death, Zappa
decided to tell the musicians to
release 13 disc jockeys who had
formerly played rock music.
This left 49 hostages who Zappa
said would be tried as disco bunnies if the Bee Gees were not
turned over. Summer refused to
turn over the Bee Gees and said
that they were almost ready to
release their new wave album.
The apartment of the late punkrocker Sid Vicious was taken over
by a group of easy listening fans.
Immediately. Zappa said that
disco fans were responsible.
This caused a group of crazed
rock fans in Detroit to destroy a
disco there. Easy-listening stations
in Detroit said that they would pay
for the damage.
Disco fans agreed to take some
Bee Gee recordings to be reviewed
by the editors of Rolling Stone.
However, Zappa refused to present
his case.
Zappa prepared his followers for
a long battle, saying "all rock fans
are willing to go tone deaf in order
to expose the music of the Bee
Gees."
In the meantime. The Bee Gees'
new wave album was sent to the
stores.
Neither side was willing to
compromise their positions and it
looked like the battle would go on
for a long time to come.

Bain started to build larger models,
such as are in the library display case.
He said that it is not an expensive
hobby, especially if you send away for
plans, enlarge them and scratch-build
the model.
An example of this is the largest ship
in the display case, the "Sullivan's."
Bain said he spent about $25 building
the ship itself, $15 for an electric motor
and $12 for a motorcycle battery The
motors and battery can be interchanged with other ships so the cost
can be held down in this way.
Bain said, "This is a hobby for the
young and the old alike. It is not
unusual lo see a model builder in his
80s When I go to the lake to run one of
my radio-controlled models, there are
frequently several youngsters there
watching and there are also several
students who are into ship model
building "
Bain belongs to the Madison County
Model Club which meets the last
Wednesday of the month at 8 p.m. in the
Alumni Building Conference Room at
Berea College. The members have
diversified interests, ranging from
ships to boats and planes
They have programs at each meeting
and also spend time discussing and
working out the details of such areas as
radio-controlled
operations.
installation and building technique
resources
There are 20 in the group to date, and
Bain said that anyone interested in
looking into the club could contact him
in Room 107 of the Stratton Building or
call him at 622 ft23
Bain also added that although he has
had almost a lifetime interest in model
shipbuilding as a leisure time
relaxation activity, about five years
ago he became quite interested in this
as a form of recreational device for
inmates of prisons and jails.
Bain has worked in the area of
corrections
for the past 31 years and
the last 15 years have particularly been
in the area of correctional training
Bain is a graduate of Wichita
I'niversity and has been at Eastern for
the past five years He is the Programs
Supervisor for the training of Kentucky
jailers for the Bureau of Training.
Kentucky Department of Justice
Occasionally a I'niversity law enforcement student will be in one of
Bain's classes as a special project and
there is a mutual cooperation between
Bain's office and, the Law enforcement
"section ^information exchange

William Bane, a law enforcement instructor, sails one of his area of corrections for the past 31 years, said he has had a
model ships on Stratton Lake Bain, who has worked in the lifetime interest in model shipbuilding

'Holiday Arts in the Park'

Madison Artisans to hold
Christmas fair
iu I ANK.T JACOBS
City Kditor
The Madison Artisans Club will hold
their first annual "Holiday Arts in the
Park" beginning with a reception at
Irvinton House Sun . Dec 9
The reception, held from 2 6 p.m at
the building located in Irvine-McDowell
park on l.incaster Avenue, will feature
the Presbyterian Bell Choir and some
easy-listening guitar or dulcimer
music
. From Dec 9-14. 30 lo 40 artists and
craftsmen will be displaying their
work, some of which will have
demonstrations The Madison County
llomemakers will be involved in this
part of the show, which will be strictly a
display
Sales will lie made from Dec 15-22
According lo Bill Tippie. president,
the Madison Artisans Club started four
months ago with the May Affair
"My wife and I had a dream to start a
club here in town which will hold an
t artsa<d*»Bs f*it that wouN.sorhrdsy
be comparable to the Berea Arts and

People Poll
Bv JACKIK PFKIFKR
Bttff Writer
What has been the highlight of your semester'' i photos by Steve Brown I

Crafts Fair.' explained Tippie
"We travel all over to see arts and
crafts events and there are a lot
smaller communities than Richmond
with fairs." he added
The club currently has 45 members,
many coming from the 75 artists and
craftsmen who participated in the May
Affair
Bight now they are concentrating on just the spring and
Christmas fairs each year
Richmond parks and recreation is
helping the club with backing and
financial aid for their Christmas fair
Holiday Arts in the Park" will be the
lirst event lo take place in Irvinton
since its restoration, so open house for
the building will he during the arts and
crafts fair
The goal of the club is community
oriented: lo bring talented people out
into the public eye "We want to encourage Richmond's artists and
craftsmen to show their work publicly
said Tippie "They're coming out of the
woodwork 10 participate Not only are
ihey good, they can pass along their
knowledge to the community "
Currently very few members of the
I niversity community are involved in
the artisans' group, but Tippie hopes
lor increased participation in the near

Emery

Lee. freshman,

music.

I miisiillc

"Meeting lovely women, winning
third place in the "weekend 79'
talent show and learning how to
become a better performer."

M—m

Vanessa Frazier, journalism,
junior. Louisville
"I was interviewed by a local
newspaper and the story and my
picture appeared in the paper. It
was nice being on the other end of
the notepad."

Kandy Bowman, senior, psychology.
Vine Grove.
"I liked beating Western at
homecoming. Like everyone else. I
enjoyed rubbing it in to my Western
friends that came up that weekend '

"We're trying lo bridge the gap
between Kntttem and the community,
which seems to be bard with any
community group not affiliated with the
I niversity." stated the club president
"Bui wed like lo see a large participation oi I'niversity people in the
eluh '
' ine -it I he group's long range goals is
io toi in a ' 'mined nl I lie Arts, including
lierforming and visual arts A yearly
calendar nl events and getting listings
ot the area arts and crafts shows in the
Kentucky. Tourist Guide are other
goals
One other idea still in the planning
-tage is lor an arts column in the local
paper to keep residents informed of
.iris and crafts events and for general
arts information
Meetings are held the second Monday
o| each month in the Slate Bank
filmm units.
Boom
at
7
p.m
Keqiiiiciniiiis tor membership and
participation in the fairs are not based
on sol standards as is the Berea Guild
Any interested persons are invited to
sit in nil meetings and the demonstrations which follow each meeting
Additional information can be received
from Tippie al 623 H4HU

Birth
control
"A Contraceptive Revolution'
That's the highly journalistic
headline of a report in Medical
World News which goes on lo make
some pretty astounding "mayhes"
which might interest you

Mary
llochwalt.
medical
technology, junior. Oakwood, Ohio.
"The women's tennis team
placing second in the state of
Kentucky and hopefully, passing
organic chemistry."

I lit lire

There is some stuff called l.KH
which is another pituitary hormone It was discovered just eight
years ago by Nobel Prize winner
Dr. Andrew Schally
Since 1971. there have been
literally hundreds of synthetic
forms of LRH created and this
article reports on the most successful ones.
Here is what is expected of them.

1. The first, truly practical
"morning after" birth control
2. The first reliable agent to
cause menstruation after a missed
period
3 The ability lo suppress
ovulation on a regular basis with
minimal side effects.
4 The ability to make male
contraception a reality by sup
pressing the male hormones
5. In a slightly different formulation from the hormone used
above, the ability, in the abscence
Ol male hormones, to stimulate the
libido cells in the brain, thus
maintaining male sex drive.
I must say thai the idea of
sterilizing men by gelding thorn
chemically,
then
selectively
restoring their sexual potency
(also chemically' sounds a trifle
elaborate to me Perhaps the mure
radical women
libbers might
enjoy the idea of neutering males
without losing their own sexual
satisfaction.
Frankly. I thoroughly dislike the
idea of suppressing ovulation in
women by INCREASING the
female hormone This male thing
would
be
comparable
to
chemically-induced menopause in

young women
On Ihe lighter side is the matter
i>l etiquette How does a man
persuade Ins partner that his is
sterile'' SIIK is ihe one who needs
In know!
Does he provide Ihe microscope,
or does she'' Or should he carry a
constantly updated certificate
from a physician'.'
If so. 1 can see socially active
young men getting so exhausted by
giving specimens lor certification
that they become social ciphers
and spend all their lime at home
resting up
Then, nl course, we would see a
black market in forged "sterility
certificates
Who would police
this" The FBI' The Department of
Health, Education' and Welfare''
Ah well, hack to Ihe old drawing
board!
Leaving aside such speculative
whimsy, this I.KII chemical would
IM' safer than any known oral
contraceptive 'and heaven knows
iixlav s birth control pills are many
tunes safer lhan even the most
normal pregnancy i
Two reasons First. l.KH is nonsteroidal and does not alfeel most
cells in Ihe body Second, it is given
in doses ol
thousandths of
milligrams instead of 30 to 80
milligrams, as'cm rent pills are.
The researchers say lhat general
use ol l.KH is about live years
away Perhaps we in Ihe U.S.
should double that tigure lo allow
for the slow grinding ol the FDA

regulatory gears
Thai gives us a target dale of 10
years from now By then, most of
you will have hail your families. If
you think you could use l.KH now.
believe me lhal is when you
REALLY need it!
Hey, b) Ihe way. this is the last
column ol the vear MERRY
CHRISTMAS FVF.KYRODY!
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.Placement Pipeline
I CAREER DKVKI.OPMKNT
PLACEMENT

&

1 All interviews uill be held in the
division nf Career l>c\elopmcnt &
Placement
119 Jones Building
L* Students uho wish l<> schedule
interviews must sign up IN PERSON ill
the Oivisinn Office. ;H9 Jones Ituildmg
Mondav Kriday from 9a ttt 4:topm
•t Interview appointments can he
scheduled alter organization recruiting
details are announced in the K V I or
I- astern
I'ronrrss
1'lacemetit
Pipeline*
4 The minimum requirement for
x-heduhnu an interview is the com
plelionc'1,1 Placemen) datasheet This
form
is part
of the Placement
Kcgistration Packet winch is available
in the Division Office,
119 Jones
Ituilding \ complete set of placement
credentials is recommended to support
vour employment or professional
graduate schinil search
II ( \MPI s INTERVIEWS
KrMa>. lice
< IIUtlrST MITt IIKII.ro i<P\M
Kranklorl
Positions stafl Accountants
l/ualilicaiions HltA in Accounting'
NOTE: Positions available January.
IMHII
interview ma December 1979 >.r
Mumni ink

-il.i> Jan I". ItttWl Over 50 employers
business, industry, federal slate and
private agencies, and school systems'
have scheduled spring recruiting visits
loKKl as of this date Many additional
employers will he calling in their
Campus interviewing dale requests in
January. I9WI
III

I

s

lioVEKNMENT PACE

EXAM
The Pace Exam is used as a
quality ing exam for non-technical
lederal job opportunities Competition
is very competitive for most positions
i andidales who pass the exam are
listed on eligibility registers according
in |M>int scores and arc contacted for
employment interviews based on point
rating, career and location preferences PACK EXAMS will he conducted
on UK I campus in March and April
1980
\PPI.K•\TION PERIOD Jan 2
Keb 15. I9MI
TKSTDXTKS March and April I9W>
TEST MM \TKINS KKl Campus
and selected Kentucky location
MITK:
Watch
the
KYI
and
''Placement Pipeline
lor additional
details as Ihej are received by the
Division of Career Development and
Placement

V PART-TIME OFF CAMPUS EM
PI.OYMENT
1 Social Work ( o-ordiaator - Local
Protestant church seeking Richmond
Community Outreach Program Administrator Degree in Social Work
and-or related fields In field work
experience preferred Work schedule
and salary negotiable
2 Waiter - Waitress - I .oca I lounge
and restaurant has five immediate
openings Salary SI.55 per hour plus
lips \ ,H ions work schedules
Contact
Division
of
Career
Development and Placement. 319 Jones
I inkling for employment details
\ I
SOCIAL
SECURITY
AD
MINISTRATION - 1980 JOBS
Approximately 100 (1S-5. entry level
positions, will be available in the
Southeastern
region
as
claims
representatives with the S.S
Administration Haste job requirements
arc a Bachelors degree, any major and
employment location mobility Starting
salary is $11,243 and written tests are
not required Applications must be
l-oslmarked by Dec 14. 1979 Em
ploymenl applications and employment
announcements SSA 9-01 are available
in the Division of Career Development
& Placement. 319 Jones Building

Ml
YlonttaV Dec Hi
ES4 I El.\
\N \<li

VKNKKI

n \

s( ||«Mil

positions Klemenlary and middle
school leaching openings lor I9H0HI
IJtialiftcations Prefer :< \ears ex
nerience and master's degree
M»TK; \driilional details on school
H>h qualifications, living conditions
hc-nefiln pax etc \vailable i'l)&P
I ilfue t|i June- I'liilding
HEMINMEIt
Please note that
\londa>
Dec
10.. 1979 is the last
scheduled on campus employment
interview lor tall semester Spring
semester interviews will start Tluir

l\
SIMM EH .Mil.S
I9WI
IS
i,n\ I- KWII \l
Applications and sib bulletins are
now available in the Division of Career
Development and Placement 319.tones
Building lor summer jobs with ihe
lederal government Tests are required
for Mroup I clerical positions
\p
plication deadline lor clerical tests, to
l>c conducted in January and Kebruarv
i'wo is Kriday, Dec 14 (iroup II III
and l\ positions Usually do not require
tests Applicants apply directly lo the
Kcderal agencies
Plan lo visit the Division of CD&P>.
'.I'i Jones r.inldmg soon lor additional
application details

UP TO
PER MONTH FOR
PLASMA DONATIONS

S55

DECEMBER 1979 GRADUATES

Don'I forget to visit the Career
I levelopment and Placement Office.
119 Jones Building if you are seeking
employment and register for alumni
placement services before you leave
campus

Jou 303
All students taking JOU 303
will be required to meet on Monday, Jan. 7 at 4 p.m. The meeting will be held in the Progress
Office on the fourth floor of the
Jones Building.

V\hrn .n South™ (...lorns. v.til |J*fS?22*h •TUO,°*

Thel'.S Office olXEducation, in fiscal
year 1979. auarded 47 grants totaling
Si 1. million to teach school age children
and adults lo use the revised metric
system of measurement
Cranls ranged in size from $4,939 to
$138,443 The largest award went to the
I niversity of Northern Iowa for
technical support of metric projects.
The t'niversity will publish 10
monthly newsletters and offer a
'hotline" telephone consultation
service
Awards given represented a crosssection of Ihe country
The I .ns Angeles I'nified School
District received $18,571 to develop and
prepare a kit of metric education
lessons and activities to integrate
metric concepts into health, consumer
educalinn and mathematics classes

The grant covers training sessions for
teachers an provides for participation
of parents
The Education Service Center in San
Anlnnio. Texas, with its $41,007 grant,
will design a portable metric education
module to train bilingual teachers and
parents

The portable teaching device will
help teachers and students to "think
metric" instead of going through the
laborious mental process of converting
Irom one system of measurement to
another
The Rutgers University Graduate
School of Education in New Brunswick.
New Jersey, will use its $36,885 grant to
develop
METRICAP
i Metric
Education: Teacher Training at
Bulgers. Integrating Curriculum.

Community Awareness Program i.
which will involve workshops, a metric
starter kit including metric measuring
tools
and a
metric
resources
laboratory
Teachers will construct metric
equipment for classroom use. taking
into account Ihe special needs of
bilingual pupils, gifted and talented
students, less facile learners, insufficiently motivated learners and
ihose in special education classes
Previous
funding
for
Metric
Education Program awards was
authorized under the Education
Amendments of 1974 IP L 93-380) The
program was reauthorized by Ihe
Education Amendments of 1978 <P L.
95-5611 to provide operation of lh«|
program through fiscal year 1983

BONUS for first time
donors with this ad.

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR
SEE YOU IN THE "80X

Expires 12-31-79

^plasma
alliance
L(

FOR SPECIAL
ANTIBOOIES

Grants aid
transition to metric system

meHRimw

tnylon. Ky

2043 On»d Circle
Cardinal Valley Shopping Center
254 8047
Hours

rou

"

Mon.. TUOT.. Thurv 8 am
W«d
ta. r-ri
Fn o
8 am
awn 7i pm
\
Sat 8 am 3 pm

9 pm

University Shopping Center
Mon —Sat. 10 A.M. to 9P.M. Sun. 1 A.M. to 6 PM

AIGNER

CONVERSE

SHOES and
BOOTS

ALL-STARS

S

only $4l Q99 pi

20%

Reg. $36 OO

OFF OUR
ENTIRE STOCK!

Navy, white and natural
auede leather hi-cuts
-^

All first quality!

WORIDS LARGEST BOOTMAKER

Dexter

20%
OFF!

0 dingo BOOTS
U I 20% OFF!

Choose from our entire stock of Mens
or Lady Dexters A fantastic selection,
and a great gift ideal

Choose from our entire stock of
Mens or Ms Dingo boots
Values and selection
that can't be beat!

ChecKBliSJ£2£iiy=
PLORSHEiriliaited quantity) ONLY $27.99
WEYENBERC?.. 21% OFF ENTIRE STOCK!
FIYE* BOOTS

Rej. $96.00.. now $79.99

ADIDAS* "ROM "... ONLY $29.99
CONNIE?.. 20% OFF ENTIRE STOCK!

20%
OFF!

Choose from our entire stock of
mens or ladies Bass shoes
A great gift idea!

c

KENTUCKY'S FIRST

2-7-AT.ROZEN'SI

UDI0
SHOI DIPT.

*;

We like to make you happy!"
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John Underwood helps preserve
a culture in mountain instruments
Bv i \( KIi. IM i:n i:it
StaH Writer
"There is so much lo preserve back in
Ihese mnunlains. but now it's almost
dead It's Rone because no one is inlerested "
John I'nderwood, a
graduate
assistant in industrial arts at this
i mversus. knows that there are a
certain breed or people in this part or
the country
Some call them Appalachian: some
just call them mountain people
Whatever term is used, these people
have an art worth preserving
The Appalachian people are craftsmen and their most unique talents are
displayed in the musical instruments
I that they build. These instruments have
; become a tradition, a part or a culture
I'nderwood.
a
30-year-old
Nicholasville native, is working to keep
this culture alive After teaching industrial arts Tor seven years and
building custom design wood furniture
for several more, he decided to rurther
develop his talents.
"If I had no ambition. I'd still be
happy." I'nderwood commented
I ■ in ambition led this man to take a
proressional leave rrom his teaching
position at Doss High School in
Louisville and continue studies in a
field that would bring him closer to the
mountain art or instrument building
In his spare time he builds these
traditional instruments Included are
ihe dulcimer, mandolin, guitar and the
banjo He also builds the limberjack. a
mountain folk toy.

Keftecting back. Underwood explains
how he became interested in the art:
"When I was in grade school I had a
friend who built antique reproductions
(in a living. He let me work on my own
in the shop once in awhile."
Anxiously he continued. "Being able
lo work with my hands was the only
thing that kept me in school."
I'nderwood lirst had a real taste or
instrument building when he reconstructed his grandfather's mandolin in
high school This gave him the confidence he needed to reproduce it Tor
himseir.
In 1970 he became acquainted with
Homer U-dfonl. a nationally known
instrument builder
"I gained an interest in fine wood and
fine wood carving from Homer." he
commented
Carefully, he removed a dulcimer
from its resting place on the wall of his
living room. After strumming a lew
notes he continued. "When I saw his
work. I knew I wanted to do it and I
started fooling around with parts and
pieces. I tried to duplicate them and
iinure out how they fit together."
This led him to the dulcimer, a
musical instrument whose development is credited to the people or Appalachia During the last six years, the
craftsman has built 10 dulcimers,
selling a few but giving most of them to
members or his family
"I don't really build anything to make
money. It's too hard to sell something
you've spent that much time on because
it becomes a part or you," he said
Last summer I'nderwood was
chosen, along with 15 other applicants

RY CHRISTMAS 6 HAPPY NEW YIAM
"We Appreciate Your Business."

Ladies' & Men's

from around the country, to attend a
workshop headed by Homer l.cilfcn d
At this instrument building workshop,
moy participants built dulcimers but
I'nderwood began work on a guitar
"I saw through this workshop that I
was a little better at building these
instruments than men who had a lot
more experience then me I decided to
stop teaching and doing what I was
doing and try to really use my talent I
realized that maybe I did have a skill."
ne said
I'nderwood cautiously laid the
dulcimer down and continued. "I guess
maybe I have something other people
don't have. I'm more aware."
This awareness may have given him
an edge on others in his field. Underwood said that he is willing to start
al the beginning with repair work on
wooden instruments
Kventually.
through his work, he will make a name
for 'iimse'f
He smil-'.l and spoke. "It may take
several years but I'm patient." said
I'nderwood "The key is to do the best
you can and gain the respect The rest
comes later "

The tradesman realizes it is hard for
others to understand the time he must
put into building these traditional instruments Some small instruments
with inlays and designs may take from
10 to 12 years to complete.
According to Underwood, only a few
people are really serious about this
craft. He is trying to duplicate these
instruments as closely as he can to the
ones built 100 years ago
Ivy using the same materials, such as
broom wire lor the frets on a banjo and
Hu-ycar-old barn wood, he can complete
his lask He also collects pieces from
unusable, worn instruments and incorporated them into his work
The craftsman proudly picked up the
Miui'hls carved guitar and carefully
placed it back into the case.
As he sat on the floor surrounded by
his artwork he said. "Right now I'm
just starting to build. I just want to
learn Someday I'll master the craft
and someday. I'll be able to play these
instruments well But like I said belore.
it just takes time."
.Min I'nderwood is not just building
instruments He is helping to preserve a
culture

Scholarship
set for next spring
All applications must he submitted by
Dee 14, along with a $10 entry fee. to
the student activities office. Kntry
forms may be picked upat either the SA
ofice or anv of ihe women's dorms

The date for the 1980 Miss KKl'
Scholarship Pageant has been set for
April 1. 1980. al 7 p m in Brock
Auditorium All interested and eligible
co-eds are encouraged to enter

tm

$

John I'nderwood a graduate student interested in preserving the Appalachian
art of instrument making, smoothes the edges or a guitar he has been con
Mulcting The 30 year old I'nderwood also builds dulcimers, mandolins and
banjos (photo h\ Steve Krowni

BUY ONE

BLUEGRASS
HARDWARE
YOUR ONE STOP
SHOP!

AT REGULAR PRICE AND GET
ANOTHER ONE FREE
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(with coupon)
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TAYLOR'S

623-9517

College Park Shopping Ctr.

The Chii> Bur'ito's our newest taste . . . two
Taco T*cr favorites combined: Our famous
burntu smothered in our own *estv chili.
Yo ti tfonnu love itt

Good In Richmond & Berea

EXPIRES RFC

Giftware
Houseware
Appliances lr TV ft radio Novelties
Plumbing Shop Repairs
Sorority Mascots
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PRINTING

CHRISTMAS
SPECIAL
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$000
L

Shampoo Haircuts {
Dec. 6 thru Dec. 14

Brochures

ENCHILADA - A steamed corn tortilla filled with
either meat or chedar cheese and garnished with ched
dar cheese and topped with our own enchilada sauce.
Heated and served in a tray
^^ |N R|CHMON„

Latest Techiques In Unisex Hairstyles
Powell Center 622-4178
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Envelopes

Letterheads
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AA Printing
Co., Inc.
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For
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the beginning ol an exciting
new era in midday dining.
A Domino's pizza is great
when you're too busy to get
away, because we'll deliver
it to you. hot and delicious,
within 30 minutes.
So break up the routine have a
pizza for lunch!
Hours.
11:00 am - 1:0O am Sun - Thurs
11:00 am - 2:00 am Fn. - Sat
Fast, Fro* Delivery
119S. Collins
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ROTC cadets spend weekend..
running a tactical training course
required of all juniors in the ROTC
program
Squads of 10 members, accompanied
and evaluated by a cadre, followed a
"county fair system." rotating to
different stations along a half-mile
course
At the first station, (he group had to
work their way down a ravine and
encountered a barbed-wire obstacle
which they maneuvered under Another
station found the squads moving down a
creek and discovering an enemy
soldier.
Students were watched for their
response to see if they acted in the

H> I \M I I \( (IKS
(it* I ctiloi
Kri . Nov 17. 40 junior ROTC cadets
headed for a (arm just north of Union
lily lor a weekend Field Training
Kxercise IFTXI.
The purpose of (he FTX was to introduce the juniors lo individual and
small unit combat techniques according to (apt Andrew Morris, who
directed the weekend activities.
Friday night the group, consisting of
eight females and 32 males, tried lo find
their way across country using a
compass on a land navigation course
The entire day Saturday was spent

manner they were instructed in during
the semester
Ik-fore cleaning up and getting ready
lo come back to civilization Sunday,
students had the chance to shoot an M
16 rifle for the first time in their ROTC
training
In April, the juniors will undergo
another FTX testing them on the spring
semester's coursework Though the fall
exercise was basically just for
evaluation, this one will account for
approximately one-third of the
students' grade
Feedback from the participants of
(Continued on page 7.)

'9»*

Itemed from lady's makeup,
exported skin In a dark yreen or
i apt I.win Wisninfikl applies
In-fore iiegmnmg ihe half-mile

the camoflauge stick turns
greenish brown shade Cadet
color to "Hrad Perm's face
course

Photos by
Scott Adams

Sgl John W Turner instructs a class on how to discover antipersonnel minds
objects planted in the ground which explode and kill Turner shows an example to the cadets to
illustrate his point

AVAILABLE NOW FOR CHRISTMAS

v
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SPECIAL CLOSE-OUT
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GDPIOIMEER

«5wC

T (hm
University Shopping Center
Mon -Sat lOA.M. to 9 P M
Sun 1 A.M. to 6PM

RICHMOND SEAFOOD
139 Holly St.

bedash K-trwk with AM 'KM stereo.
Auti imauc and manual \ic igram change Separate
Mihime, balance and tune controls Integrated
circuits fi IT audio and IF Adjustable shafts Local/
distance switch < »ne year limited warranty part-.
,IIKI lain IT

623-0988

CARRY-OUT
"Featuring"

NOW

Cousin Almas
Plate Lunches

$

999S

J»«B

1S9.95

EXPERT INSTALLATION

•1.99

OUTHOUSE ELECTRONICS

Chittling Dinner

M.99

FINANCING AVAILABLE

717 BIG HILL AVE.

623-7135

Ladles Brand Name
SWEATERS

OFFICE SUPPLIES
BUSINESS MACHINES
Sales - Service - Rentals
* OFFICfc FURNITURE
• RUBBER STAMPS
• DESK SETS - TYPING PAPER
• STATIONERY SUPPLIES

• DESK CHAIRS - ACCESSORIES
• FILING & INDEX EQUIPMENT
* BUSINESS FORMS A SYSTEMS

FAST FREE

624-2424

DELIVERY

263 t Main

Off!

FRIDAY PIZZA LOVERS PASSION
SATURDAY
HOUSE SPECIAL
SUNDAY VEGETARIAN SPECIAL

Browne's
Office Supply
212 WATER ST.
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623-4365

RICHMOND

E" P»«
DK

-

I3

All UJCCKCflD
SPECIM SPECIM
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ENTIRE STOCK
Ladles SKIRTS
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... practicing small combat
techniques
(Continued from page 6.)

exercises the cadets will undergo at
Korl Riley camp this summer. According to Morris, all cadets are
required to attend the camp, located
near Junction City. Kansas, after their
junior year.

tht fall exercise was "very positive for
Ihe mosl part" according to Morris
"We had good weather and that helped
Must of ihe cadets seemed to enjoy it "
The FTX was modeled after the

After Ix-ing introduced to an M-16 for the first time and
shooting hlanks with it for a day. Ralph Lockard cleans his
rifle to prepare it for the next time it is used

Hiding in the brush enables the junior cadets to sneak up on
enemy soldiers such as the one found along the tactical
training course

Junior cadet
Konald Mack
is treated
for a minor
injury
acquired
during the
exercise by
Brian Sewell

Senior cadet l-irr> Dawson counts out Cathy Stinnett's share
of ammunition for the day's activities Dawson was one of
eight females on the FTX.

Andy's Pizza
Palace

Wit hi*, far A ¥$ff
Mtrry Ckrittmat

MM

It's Time
To Stuff

Free Delivery

$-|OFF

To Campus After
4:00 On Any
Order Over *2.00

A Stocking

Any 14"

Visit us for one-stop
stocking-stuffing! Toys, gifts,
stockings and fun little
surprises

Richmond GrMflktMt
& Rowtr Sho*
S. Westover Ave.

623-5400

Pizza

Sun.-Thurs.

Thru Dec. 13th

4:00P.M.-12:30A.M.

623 3410

Fri.-Sat.

we have a thousand ways
for you to look great.
.f. AMl-GWDEtg)

(Eastern School of
^J4alr ~Deiitfn

4:00P.M.-1:00A.M.

mil

N. Second Street

Men & Women's
Styling at

I9'9 Hallmark Ca'dS Inc

The Gift Box

Reasonable Prices
623-5472
OPEN TUES.-SAT.

Andy's Pizza
Palace

TINDER - KR AUSS -TINDER
Complete Optical Service

UNIVERSITY
SHOPPINC CENTER

Since 1923

350 Eastern
By-Pass

LEXINGTON/DANVILLE/FRANKFORT
RICHMOND/MOREME AD/MAYSVILLE

OPEN TIL 9:30
EVERY NIGHT

Give Us A Try

Professional

Service

University
Shopping
Center

CO-ED SHOP
SPECIALS GOOD THROUGH DEC. 15

Contact Lens

Christmas Shopping Special
For EKU Students

• 20% off any purchase •

(Downtown)
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\

Just show ID

Junior Petite

4

Eye Examinations And Glasses
In Same Office
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Senate action

The bare facts

Begley hours
to be extended
I'.- min iMII i \i<
News I rlitoi

Student \ssociatinn President Chris
Kremcr reported lo the senate Tuesday
Hun the extended hours bill for the
l-ogley Kuilding which was passed
earlier in the year, will he implemented
next semester
"We were ver> happy that the ad
ministration was so cooperative in the
handling n( ihe extended hours bill."
•-.ml Kremer
lie added 'It gives us a spark of hope
and optimism in dealing »nh the ad
-umnstration in the future
In olher areas of senate activity
Student liogenl Kick Kobmson reported
In Ihe senate about Ihe Student
(iovernmenl \ssociations of Kentucky
SOAK1 meeting held last weekend in
l.misvillc that he and Senators Mark
Hosier and Maria Domenech attended
SOAK is presently working on a bill
thai will be presented to the Kentucky
legislature in January that would at
irrupt in place a student and faculty
member on the Kentucky Council on
Higher Kducalton
\i ihe meeting
according to
llobinsnn 'he representatives decided
■ HI ,i process that would determine the
student representative on the Council of
Uglier Kriueatinn, it the SGAK bill is
adopted by the Kentucky legislature
Itohinson expressed Ins disapproval
.1 ilie plan which called lor each of the
••ight schools 'hai are members of
M , \K to nominate one student, with the
candidates 'hen In'mg reviewed by a
screening group consisting nl a SGAK
• iiiiiiinltee and two representatives
I rum Morehead Mate University
I in- screening committee, according
'" Ihe plan would then narrow the
selection 'II three candidates and lor
aard their names In the governor for
'hi' tin.il selection, said Kobmson
lie added lhal he disapproved
-pei ilu ally nl the screening committee
setup ol the lull lhal would narrow Ihe
hsi nt candidates
Ifiilnnson staled that he would at
tempi in have this part nl the bill
changed so that ihe screening com
iiiittee would lie composed of the eight

student re*en1s ot ihe -SKAC. mem
liersrnp
I lie regents would ihen merely send a
report in the governor about Ihe can
tlldales and let him pick I mm Ihe entire

Nude models
not covered up at
other universities

held of eight
I don I think the regents or SGAK
should have a final say in who the
governor selects." said Kobmson
Kobmson predicted that if the bill
wasn't changed in regard to the
screening committee that it would not
make it in ihe legislature, speculating
lhal it would IK- killed in committees

Hv M\l(\< M.IIKIt
Staff Writer

(Kditor's note: This is the follow up
report on nude models In the University's Art Department. The reporter
compares other institutions' policies on
the nude models lo that ol the department's policy here.)

In other senate activity, two bills and
three resolutions were passed by the
senators
\n Intramural Fields Kill submitted
by President Kremerthat called for the
I diversity to'rcpair the potholes on the
intramural fields before spring sports
began as a safety precaution received
the nod of Ihe senate
A Lighting Safety Kill submitted by
Senator lion McNay that dealt with the
need lor more adequate lighting of the
campus at night was also given approval by Ihe senate
McNay also submitted a resolution
that was passed by the senate which
called lor the senate to write letters lo
various local and state leaders
regarding 'he recent voter purging of
over 4no campus residents
The two other resolutions thai were
roiiccrncd the Tuesday death of
Hubert I'egley
chairman of the
I Diversity Hoard of Kegents
I hie resolution called for the writing
nt a loiter ol sympathy to the Kegley
lannlv as well as ihe allocation of
luids lor flowers
The second resolution called for
naming ihe annual I Hits landing Senator
\ward alter Kegley in some fashion lo
In- designated at a later dale
IMSX-II

I niversilv President .1 <' Powell
also spoke In the senate before their
meeting on a number ol topics which
included'the Iranian crisis, this
weekend's Innlhall game and the im
plcmcntntinh nexi semester of ex
I ended hours m ihe Kegley Kuilding
Powell also called Tuesday "one of
'he saddest days" during his many
tears at ihe University in the wake nl
I'.cglev s death
Student Hegcnl Kobmson paid tribute
In I'eglev ai Ihe meeting noting his
extreme love for the University, as well
as his tremendous help to the many
student regents over the years
"I II hot um thai by now there isn't an
angel in heaven who hasn't heard of
i astern
Kentucky
Cniversity."
Kobmson 'old the senate

Start Your Musical
Christmas With
Currier's
623-6010

Santa's gift
sitting on Simla's lap is sophomore Cindy McMahan. a legal assistance major
Irom Hamilton. Ohio Phi Mu Sorority held their Christmas party in Walnut
Hall of the Ki-en Johnson Kuilding Playing Santa is Hob Kottgers. a senmr
mdustrial education major from Ft Thomas < photo hv Scoll Adams)

Delta Omicron,
a musical fellowship
Helta Omicron. the sister sorority
ol Phi Mu Alpha, is an honorary
organization open to music majors or
minors
\ccording to President Sally Lemert.
ihe purposes of the organization are
'for the most part" like the purposes of
Ph. Mu Alpha
"Members
are
a
musical
lellowship." U-mert said, adding "We
promote scholarship, musically and
otherwise
Among the organization's projects
are a service project for the com
munily
In ihe past the group has
presented a musical program to the
nursing liome

This year. Delia Omicron plans to go
Christmas caroling and to also present
a program of caroling at one of the
shopping centers
Previously. Ihe group has made
musical notes and sold them as
< nnslmas cards Last Valentine's Day.
they sold singing valentines, which
required them la call people and sing
liltle verses lo them
Delta Omicron also presents a
Musicale. in the spring, which is open to
the public t'nlike Phi Mu Alpha, they
do not lake auditions but provide their
own musical entertainment for the

people

Dr. W. R. Isaacs
and Associates

Bobby
Jacks

Dr. C. L. Davis and Dr. D. B. Coleman

Style Shop

OPTOMETRISTS

I SOT East Main

Announce that they have moved downstairs,

Bring In This
Ad For A
Free Shampoo

two doors down from old location.
Complete Visual Service, Al Types of Contacts

HOURS

Currier's Music World
PUT YOUR BSN TO WORK.
BE AN ARMY NURSE.

Ihe Army Nurse Corps invites you to consider Ihe challenging
opportunities now available.
Consider working for a nursing staff thai employs only BSN or
higher.
He will accept your application six months prior lo graduation and
can commission you in Ihe Army Nurse Corps before stale board
results.

Turs.-Fri 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sal. H a.m. - 12 noon
Closed Monday

Heads Above The Rest

5PALDiivG

Be a
Sport.
Treat your feet
to comfortable
leather casuals
by Spalding

Kxcellenl starting salary with periodic raises in pay.

THEARMV Nl RSKCORPS
(PI Marlrne Berlin
Knii.n 703. Baker Bldg.
IIU2KI Avenue South
Nashville. IN 37203
615-251-5282 |call colled]

mm

"I don't understand why there is any
question about it. " stated Dr. Donald R
Anderson, fine arts department
chairman at the University of
Louisville. If of L).
Anderson's statement was just one
response to the question about the
policy at this University that prohibits
jhe use of nude models in advanced art
classes
Anderson said that at U of 1. there
has. to his knowledge, never been any
question about the use of nude models
In fact, he added, nude models have
been used there as long as they have
taught drawing studies - the 1950s
probably
When asked about the University's
problem with not being allowed to use
nude models, Anderson reasoned: "If
Western and Murray are using them
and these are comparable in size, why
is there such a problem'"
Dr .leseph Ciulhman. fine arts
deparlmenl chairman at Western
Kentucky University, explained that
Ihe use of nude models began there only
this semester
When (iulhman became chairman,
some of the teachers asked that he try
to get the proposal for nude models
instigated
(iulhman made the proposal and
although it had been proposed before
and not passed, his proposal passed
through on the first try
Me added that the use of nude models
has been very successful thus far
"There have been no problems."
(iulhman said "People underestimate
today's college students."
Not only are nude models used in
Western's more advanced classes, but
they are also used in some lower level
classes Their use in these classes is
determined al the discretion of the
specific teacher
Another university comparable to
Western and to this University that
alreadv uses nude models is Northern

Kentucky University
According to Dr. Don Kelm. coordinator of the art department at Northern, nude models have been used
there for about five or six years.
The only objection raised there was a
personal one brought up by the
chairman of the fine arts department
because of religious reasons. His objection was overruled.
With the exception of this one incident, there have been no problems or
other objections at Northern according
to Kelm.
On the opposite side of the coin.
Morehead State University, does not
use nude models nor has the proposal
ever been made according to Dr.
William Booth, fine arts department
chairman.
He added that they have managed
quite well although it is not the most
ideal situation
In addition to the strong academic,
moral and religious attitudes at
Morehead. Kooth pointed out that they
use only student models
Kooth said that if one plans to draw,
paint or sculpt nude models, only
professional models should pose.
Apparently, the other universities
disagree
Western pays $4 50 an hour to local
models to pose nude for their classes
although they do not allow the use of
students as nude models
Northern also uses community
models and pays them $5 an hour to
pose
I of L pays $4 an hour to both their
students and In local people to pose for
the university's courses
All Ihe universities said that there are
some precautions laken lo maintain a
professional atmosphere in the
classrooms
Only the students and the teacher are
allowed in the classroom unless another
person is specifically asked to come in
Anderson of U of I. explained that
their department does not want their
models lo feel like they are on
"display
The Progress learned that both
Murray State University, and the
I Diversity of Kentucky use nude
models: however, neither of their
respective fine arts department
chairmen was available for comment

IVenWa
clothing & shoes
623-2341
220 E. Main

Baush b Lomb
Soft Lens
In Stock

228 W. MAIN

Mon.-Sat.

Downtown 623-3358

8:30-5:00

»™
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Oiganizations

The
Week
Ahead

Inter-Fraternity Council
expresses interest
in expanding

Todav, Dec. 6
The Keen Johnson Hallroom becomes
the site of a Christmas Madrigal
i linn, i tonight and tomorrow at 7 p.m.
Playboy bunnies and gambling will set
the stage for "('hrislmu*. I .as Vegas
st\le" from 7:to to it p.m in Wallers
Mall The event, staged by Dupree Hall.
will benefit Toys for Tots
Friday, Dec. 7
The I niversily Kilm Series presents
"Kverj Which Way Hut I.OOM•" tonight
and tomorrow at 730 and »:30 p.m in
the Kerrell Koom of the Combs
Kuilding
Admission is SI. Jack
Alberlson. Mary Martin and l-oretta
Suit star in "Valentine." tonight's ABC
movie at !» p m
Saturday. Dec. 8
In a great day for I'niversity sports,
the Colonels' football team hosts
Nevada-Reno in the Division I-A A
semifinals on Hanger Field at 1:40 p.m.
(ieneral admission tickets are $3.
reserved seats are $5 Students can not
use their ID 's tor admission At 7:30
p m . the Colonels basketball team
face! Mississippi College in Alumni
i oliseum
Sunday, Dec. 9
The ('Diversity's oldest traditional
Christmas program. Hie the Hanging of
the (.I.IIIS. will be held in the Keen
Johnson Itallroom at 4pm Another
I'niversity tradition, the performance
of Handel's "Messiah" will be held at 8
p m in Hiram Hrrxk This marks the
mill annual performance Admission is
tree
Monday, Dec. 10
"Midnight Kxpress" is the I'niversity
Film Series offering tonight at 7 and
H Ml |i 111 in I'earl Muchanan Theatre
For I'eanuts fans. CHS will rebroadcast " \ Charlie Krnwn Christinas" at H p m
Tuesday, Dec.

11

(•overnor-elect John V. Hrown will be
inaugurated today
'
Wednesday. Dec. 12
(Inly twelve more shopping days until
Christinas.
,

and keeping those standards over the
wars." he commented
"The national fraternities will help
I'IVC us some direction and help us here
III the I'niversity in giving some
direction In a new group." added

Hv VWCV SI'KNCKR
Staff Writer
The University's Inter-Fraternity
Council has expressed an interest in the
expansion of the number of (ireek
social fraternities on campus
According to advisor John Daven
|>nrt. expansion "allows us to have
some control over the fraternities that
establish themselves on our campus "
There are approximately fifi nationally
organized Iraternities and IS of these
fraternities are organized on campus
Davenport said that the Inter
Fraternity Council has written to 45 or
So national fraternities not represented
on campus They were asked if they
were interested in establishing "a
colony" here
In these letters they described the
situation here in terms of student
population, tireek population and
housing Interested fraternities were
asked In describe their strengths
He said they could also go uith local
organizations that had established
themselves as social Iraternities
However lie said Dial national
fraternities have a bit of stability
"I think that helps us at lh"'
1 niveisily level h> having standard-.

Brushing up on crafts
Jeanne Klliot. director of Women's Programs, helps the girls in Martin Hall
work on their ceramic Christmas decorations. Participants in the craft
workshop include Yolanda l.ysle. 1-elia Masden. Jennifer Tufts and Dixie
Folilks iphoto by Steve Hrown)

Group states goal
as understan ding children
By rilKKVI.JOXKS
Staff Writer
Children are the keys to the future
and il they grow to be intelligent and
productive adults then the future will be
much brighter The Association for
childhood F.ducation lACKl is an international organization interested in
helping provide that future for children
The ACF is not for teaching majors
only It is for pediatricians, social
workers, and anyone else who is interested in children
Its main goals are to increase
knowledge and understanding of
children. ■ gain practical experience

working with children, develop skills
and creative ability and lo learn with
other groups to start programs for the
good of the total child
Humanistic teaching, a story hour
and a project with the Children's
Theatre in Richmond ar« wmp of the
things the ACF might be doing spring
semester They have also proposed a
program where they will discuss death
with the children
President Julia Obcrst stressed that a
person ""doesn't have to be in
education.1'
"We welcome anybody." Vice
President Holly Stratton agreed, "who
is interested in children."

During the lirst week after sending
mil the letter'-, ten national fraternities
had responded
All hut one were
favorable and thai one was interested
in a heavy concentration of engineering
students
After the response from all fraler
nities written to. the Inter Fraternity
i 'ouncil will divide which ones to invite
In campus to make presentations,
which will probably tic held in March
Following the presentations, the
Inter-Fraternity Council will decide
which ones, il any. to invite to start "a
colony'' here
A new
fraternity must
meet
minimum reuuirements lor two consecutive semesters It usually lakes
.IIMIIII tun years lor a new fraternity to
ret established and receive its national
charter
According to Davenport, the primary
function of Iraternities is to be social

With an expansion Davenport said he
hopes that 1518 percent of the student
population will become involved with
the Creeks
Davenport said he hoped that if some
new fraternities are organized, it will
make the present fraternities "work
harder "
"There are two things that I hope are
going to happen." he said One is the
creation of a "new market" of possible
members and that a new fraternity
"would help make our system better by
creating additional competition "
However. Davenport stressed that
the plans for expansion of social
fraternities are still tentative at this
stage

University Film Scries
proves successful
cording to Daugherty What night the
movie is on doesn't have much effect on
'In- )■ ■ • |>111.111• > oi the movie, he said
Il depend- mi the movie, not which
night "

H) KIJMtKAMSKIII
(Suesl Writri
ski|i Daugherty, director oi Student
Vctivitics and Organizations, aid lie
feels I he I mversitj Film Scrips has
111*011 ver\ successful so tar tins
semester Tin- success does not lie in
the profits made Daiiglierlv claimed.
but III the adequate participation of I he

Midnight movies on Friday and
Saturday sei in In he the most successful
It provides something for
.Indents li. tin on
weekends."
Daugherty said adding that the series
averages nhnul 153 people a night
"We icalh need In have more but
we're lining okay now." Daugherty
said
So far this semester he said 11.536
tickets have liccn sold compared lo Ihe
:'o nun tickets usually sold in a year
I lie il. linn films are ordered from a
catalog. cosliimtrom$»lto$750and are
chosen by popularity, availability and
puce said I laugherty
Daugherty also said he discusses the
lilms with Jerry P Perrv. associate

students
Profits are put back into Ihe series
and used In pay students and faculty
who work lor the I'niversity Film
Scries The money is also used lot
advertising such as livers, film rental
and projection \dvcrtising however,
can only he geared toward students.
Incullv ami their guests!
Fntcrtainiiicnl movies seem to lie the
nmst successful
"We haven't developed Ihe classic
syndrome." Daugherty said Bun
Reynolds and Kris Kristofferson arc
more |uipulai among students. ,n

Tiff

May you experience all the joys of the

I lavenpnrt

organizations Hut he said that they
also stress scholarship, principles of
honor and justice and service
"Those are definitely priorities in (he
fraternities." he said
Presently II or 12 percent of the
student population is involved with
Creek organizations
"Thai's a pretty good average,
really, compared to most of the other
public institutions across the country
that are similar to ours." he commented

prolessor for broadcasting
Daugherty has previewed about H5
percent of the films at one time or
another The ultimate say on showing
Ihe lilm is up to him
"If we removed it, it would be
missed.'' said Daugherty of Ihe
I niversily Film Series "It provides
cheap entertainment and a break from
studies." he added
Daugherty said he has had no complaints about ihe series and would like
lor students lo suggest films they would
like lo see
"The film is there for the students:
success depends on if they go."
Daugherty said
"Swarm." "The Ruddy Holly Story."
•■Crease." "The One and Only." "The
Deer Hunter" and "The Ten Commandments" are some movies lo look
forward lo next semester, according to
Daugherty

°"'v S9.95

holiday... peace, brotherhood and love.
9
Your key
to protection against
violent crime.

Students!

BIG BOY
//
"We deliver six nights a week.

SPECIAL GUEST

tEADCfcST

This is a non-iethal weapon mat
could save yOUl ale
The attractive Piotectoi key case
contains a canister ol the strongest
[chemical sell defense spray, ever
ottered to civilians II >s legal lo I arry
because it causes no permanent
damage or lingering side ettects alter
usage

5 p.m. - 11 p.m.
Phone 623-4100

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 16, 8 PM
TICKETS: Sa 23. $' 23 ALL SEATS RESERVED
ON SALE IN LEXINGTON-LEXINGTON CENTER OISC
JOCKEY
BOTH LEXINGTON McCALPIN S
IN LOUIS
Vllie-BEETHOVEN S HOUSE Of MUSIC LEATHERHEAO
BOTH SUBWAYS PHOENIX RECORDS AND ALL VINE

£

<T*lCHiTrONDS

Reg. hours
Mon. - Thurs. 6:30 a.m. - 12:00 mid.
Fri. fr Sat. 6:30 a.m. - 1:00 a.m.
| Sunday 7:30 a.m. - 12:00 mid.

Radio .fliack

LEXINGTON CENTER'S
RUPP ARENA

G23-3-ilC
Present This Coupon For $1.00 Off

xfcn-i:ii;i-u-

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER

GO COLONELS!! BEAT RENO!'

BUY ONE LARGE
DINNER($3.09)
GET ONE FREE

PF coons

HAIL OSDCIIS
SEND SELF ADDRESSED STAMPEO
[NVELOPE PLUS SO1 FOR HANDLING TO
OYSTER
C/O
LEXINGTON TICKET OFFICE 430 W VINE. LEXUGTON KV
4040' CERTIFIED CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS ONLY CALL
UMMt FOR INFORMATION

;
;
;

<iive a Message of Love
Vow familv no one else means as much or holds as large
j share of your low. For Christmas, tuck your feelings into
.in envelope with a Hallmark card It s a thoughtful way to
HI each familv memher how much you care

■

Will! ttM'.l'ON

I

■

i 1. Burrito Dinner

3. Enchilada Dinner

i

4. Chili Burrito Dinner ■

i 2. Sancho Dinner
■
5 Good In Richmond & Berea

i

Offer Expim Dec

13, 1979

*

BUY ONE

SANCHO
GEE ONE ITEE

! Have A Merry Christina*

30% OFF

■i79 Maiirnji*. (,•'(]& "K

•W» COUPON

The sancho is a soft flour tortilla coverea with
meat, garnished with cheddar cheese,
lettuce, slices of tomato, your choice
of sauce, and rolled and heated.
Limit one coupon offer pet customer
Offer expires i
Dec. 13, 1979

(Call for appt.l

>w Dry Haircuts

Coiffure Creations

I

Open « Daily E.arWrn By Appt
623 1600
Marty • l.a»rv ■ Juav-wlnaa C.-taary-Unai

The Gift Box
UNIVF.RSITY SHOPPING CENTER
Open Til 9:30 Every Night

Good In Richmond & Uerea

A
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Campus Clips
Kappa Alpha Psi
V> "in1 i'l ilu-ir -|MTI;II service
linijeclN Kappa Alpha I'si fraternity
r*ii*iitl> donated several hundred cans
.■I IIXMI supplies In Ihe Department of
llimi.in Ki'sourres
The canned n«>ds, which provided
ilie Inundation lor several baskets of
IIHKI lor need)
Hiehmond families.
were eolleeted in the I 'diversity dor'Mitnries

Greenlee
plays bells
I In- lulls thai will IK- ringing during
the ' liiisim.is season in Memorial Hell
lower "ill l>e played by Marilyn
iiili'i' < aiilloniieur
I nt11 lalelj. she lias lieen ornanist tor
'in i in ist Presbyterian church.
I'oledo i'bio
she came In the campus with her
Imsliand David tJreenlee. who is the
i lur "I choral activities He will
•lire** i 'Ins vear's Department of Music
presentaliun of Handel's Messiah.
I'iciiiniiii: .it H |i m . Dec 1. in Hiram
l imk Uidilmuim
TIH' bell tower contains Kaslern's IT
bell rarillon winch was cast in Holland
in exact mi' tollerances Irom an alloy of
. op|iei .IIKI 'in The total weight "f In*
bells i- i 782 |Kiunds. and they are
lied irum a keyboard in the
• MI In I'.iwrll Kmlding Kach IH'II IS
. • | ■ * |i|n(l with a custom-designed
.uloioid
-inking
hanimer
lor
ni'oiii.itic and keyboard playing
In .iililiiinii in the automatic taped
i-> and musical selections played
•I the lulls daily, concerts will lie
pla\edl>> lin-enle*-imiMirdinaiion with

-iMi'ial I ni\crsii\ events
i .i I'rnlrc is a native ot \ndorson. Ind
-i i received Ihe Its and M\ degrees
ii "ir I'.all Male I niversil>

auctions will take place for envelopes
containing cash prizes or gift certificates Irom local merchants
The person bidding the most play
money will win the envelope One envelope contains a I'lavboy (Tub Key
Kiilertainment will include three
bunnies from ihe Cincinnati Playboy
Club, and a special guest star which
Kussell Moore chairman of the l-as
Vegas Night committee says "98
percent of the campus will recognize "
Homecoming queen contestants will
also lie on hand In help run the gambling
booths
Kelll
Kllis.
1979
Homecoming queen will also be
present
Moore explained. "The maid reason
lor the I-is Vegas Night is to collect
presents lor the Toys for Tots campaign
in Hiehmond " Moore leels that both
ihe students and the children can
benefit Irom the event
Ihtpree Hall residents will distribute
the gifts to the needy children in
Madison < oiinty
tiamea lo be included are. blackjack.
roulette, wheel of-lortune, five and
seven card stud and others
students can also have their pictures
taken with the bunnies or with their
dales
Ml students are welcome Refreshments will lie served

The criminal justice honorary, Alpha
I'In smma will hold its last meeting of
the semester on Thursday. Dec fi in
Conference Himni I" rd the Powell
I'uildiiig
Mike
Montgomery.
program
supervisor itf the metropolitan jail
iraiiung program at 'he I'niverslty. will
IH' Ihe guest speaker Montgomery will
speak "ii ihe opportunities available in
ihe law enforcement held

Social held
for deaf adults

Die I'ln Iteta Sigma tratenly. will he
presenting a Christmas program at
Slimier* llnspital m l.evinglon on Dec
'' at 7 p m
lliis is one nt ihe fraternit) s service
projects lor ihe \ear and It's oped to the
public
I lie fraternity is asking for your
stipiMtrl in helping to make a crippled
• inlii s i hrisimas enjoyable

Tbe I niversit) student \ssnciation
lor ihe Hearing Impaired ..long with Ihe
student ' niincil lor exceptional
■ Inldren unites all deaf adults lo a
■ lirislliias social In IH- given at Waco
i aptisi i lunch in Waco Saturday. Dec
:; at 7 'Ml p m

Scorsone elected

Christmas will lake a back seal lii
gambling and Playhoj bunnies this
leal as Diipree Hall and Toys for Tots
present i bnstnias Ijs Vegas Style"
'odighl Irom 7 Ml to ll
Toys
« allied at S'J or more will lie traded lor
admission to Wallers Hall and a wide
i.nice i \enuig n| entertainment
I |KIII admission each person will
receive $2So 111 play unities *o spend on
■in gambling tables Kvery hour

HvDK-WIHH.T
Staff Writer
Computer printouts have been
distributed lo each dormitory containing the names of persons within
ihal dormitory who have the same
classes
The prmtouts are ad atlempt to
promote group study for semesler
exams and Ihe project was initialed by
officials in housing, academic affairs
and research. Ihe registrar and
Iniversily computing services
Distributed lo ihe dormitories last
Thursday, the guides will he kepi at the
desks of each dormitory and will be
available lo any student who would like
to find other residents in the same hall
enrolled in one certain class, who would
like to sludy together for semesler
exams
Dan Itcrtsos. director of men's
residence hall programs said Ihe guides
contain Ihe names of students in a
specific class section of a course, the
college Ihe student is listed under. Ihe
student's classification 'freshman.
elc i and his or her telephone numbers
Mlhough the guides area new project
at the I niversilv. the idea is not new.

The lirst general assembly of the
International renter for Transportation
Studies at Home Italy has elected Dr
l-'rancesco (i svorwine mathematics
professor to IK- vice president of Ihe
organ wait on thai promotes Iran
sportalion through exchange of
technical and scientific information
Scientists from the t'ntted Slates.
I-1.nice Kngland. Holland and other
inunlries as well .is their embassy
representatives, attended ihe Home
meeting
Represented were univer
stiles
research < enters public administration and induslrs

Itv MM.KFNMMH (UAH

Banner season
Laurie Kdmonds. a junior majoring in Spanish from Florence, puts the
finishing touches on a banner wishing the Alpha Gams a Merry Christmas
1
photo h\ Connie l-inglevi

Kappa Delta Tau holds
dance for Easter Seals
H\ I ISATKOt TMW
Staff Writer
The disc jockey and dance contests
held during ihe Kappa Delia Tau's
'KU'l'i benefit dance for Faster Seals
were won by .1 D Parks and Rosemary
and Michael Huigham respectively
Parks, from o'Riley's in l^exington.
look first place in Ihe Baltic of Ihe
D.ls " Sieve Crump, from W'FKY took
second and Norma Ison from Ihe
Family Dog look third
The Kinghams won first place over
two other couples in the Dance Contest
The winners from both contests each
received a trophy.
lodges for the Rattle of the DJ's were
Joe Itichard Dale Patton. Hill Hughes
and Tim Frommeyer, the four learn
captains of ihe Colonel Football learn
The money from Ihe dance will go to

Faster Seals In be used lor their
summer camps Mary Curry, in charge
of the finances for the dance, said that
ihe KHT's expect lo have about SI.SO lo
give lo Faster Seals
l.ihby Karsner. KDT jiresidenl said.
"The dance is something we try lo do
every semester or at least once a
year "
The money goes to whatever charily
or organization needs it the most
KDT is a service organization that
was started in 1963 They now have
about HI members who participate in
various service projects
Some of their projects include
sponsoring a Plulippino girl and a local
liirl Scout troop They also work the
student elections and Ihe blood mobile
every year
Karsner said. "We are based upon
service and that's what we trv lo do "

"It's a professional obligation lo
ourselves and lo our group Home
economics is something you promote
through life." said Nancy Spencer in
describing Phi Ipsilon Omicron. an
organization of which she is an officer
i'ln I 'psilon Omicron is ihe home
economics honor society 'hat was
recognized last year as belonging lo the

National Collegiate Society
The organization promotes home
economics and its professional objectives and holds as their main goal to
serve and advance the home economics
profession
Phi I psilon Omicron is open lo all
bonic economics students in the lop :tll
percent of their class who maintain a
t o <;p\
These eligible students are invited by
letter lo a gel-acquainted party so Ihe
members can gel to know them before
having lo vote on them The fall
initiation of the 15 newly -elected
members was held last week
"We don't usually have a fall
initiation bill wc thought we would this
semester." Spencer said noting that
there will also he a sjiring initiation
next semesler
The organization participates in a
professional project each year, "where
we benefit someone other than our
selves." according lo Spencer

Str?iziA

class without a grade. Jan 30.1M0 The
second guide will lie printed after April
17 which is ihe last day to drop a class
lor Ihe spring semester
I'.y printing Ihe surveys at these
limes there will lie a minimal number
ol students who would change
schedules and. by changing classes,
would make the guide obsolete if
printed liefore Ihe majority of class
changes bad occurred
II Ihe guide concept works. Ihe
imssihihty exists for formal study
groups lo be lormed in each of Ihe halls,
along with tutors from any of
numerous campus sources, including
the regular class instructor, if Ihe in
dividual is interested. Ucrtsos said
\ny student who desires lo have his
or her name removed from Ihe lists
may do so b\ instructing his hall's desk
staff In remove all information from Ihe
list concerning him or her

OPTOMETRIST

IMz/u rs*t, Suiidwiclies
Spaghetti QTXI

Call Today for Your Appointment
Mon. - Fri. 8-5. Sat. 8-1

I.usuiimi

Suluds

#s*

Visual Analysis
Visual Therapy
Contact Lens

441 SHOPPERS VILLAGE
Eastern ByPass

HAIRMASTERS

Tins year's project will be a visit to
the t'reslview Nursing Home, where
cub member will bring a culling and
Ihe) will have a plant (Kitting parly
Silencer noted this will probably be
done around Valentine's Day
In keeping with its oath to "promote
home economics and its professional
objectives " Phi I'psilon Omicron is
i|iiiie active mi campus
I'ach year Ihe group's members and
Irlends cimlribule recipes for a cookhook in IH- published "This year's
cookbook will lie holiday recipes."
Silencer said
Present I) Ihe organization is Irving
In lorm an alumni chapter for the It)
laculiv members on campus who are
former members Spencer explained
such II chapter would give these people
something In /lo
The organization has several benefits
lor members, one licing Ihe scholar
ships that are offered each year by the
national chapter
Wc contribute locally as a chapter lo
a scholarship fund and the members
are eligible lo try lor the national
scholarships." Spencer commented
Spencer further remarked that after
having been a member for two years.
'It's a really nice feeliog when
everybody gets together and does
everything

Dr. Marion S. Roberts

of fiicfimonii

per

I'crlsos said Miami Iniversily has
been using the guide concept for IS
vears
Next semester, 'he I diversity will be
distributing the guides two limes The
first guide will he composed shortly
after the last day lo withdraw from a

Phi Upsilon Omicron
advances home
economics profession

Alpha Phi Sigma

Phi Beta Sigma
presents program

Christmas,
Las Vegas style

Printouts promote
study groups

205% Geri Lane
Richmond. Ky. 623-6643

623-7154

218 S. Porter Dr. 623-3651

SUB CENTER
SERVING OUTRAGEOUS SANDWICHES
■

I

FREE DELIVERY 624-2435
REGULAR
SANDWICHES
u< ■*

■ nVheal H<ead.
■ . '..t'i*t<>. Mayo
ir Onion on

■ I
. K. CHI ESf
•

Si CHFI S,

•I \
iAI \D
■ HI ■ .j

J.29
J.29
.1.29
J.39
.1.2*9
1 39
i 19
i ;c!
1.19

SIDE ORDERS
*<l . SPttlTl . >AB
•••»... 3S
i MONAD! OH ICI 'tA ••••••••39
H 'II ••••••••••••«•••••••••••S
,S RTtl
■ Nl
Ji
• • f i'l I'PI IC ••••••••••••••••• -05
, PICK, I '.i ILI
15
"i '••*»••••• ••••••••••••••••••»^
( iJ SOLAll,
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FRIED CHICKEN

EAT IN
TAKE OUT
FREE DELIVERY

The taste that made
the South love chicken
at prices chicken-lovers love,

SUBMARINE SANDWICHES
include* Lettuce. Tomato, Onion. Cheat*
Seansonmq and our own Too Secret D'etunq.

MIXED.
HAM
SAi AMI
ROAST BEFF.
TURKEY.
LIVFRWORST.
TUNA
CHFESL

1.55
1.55
1.55.
,1.55
1 55
1.55
1.55
1.55

ALL DAY
2 25
2 25
2 25
2 25
2.25
2.25
2 25
.2.25

WEIGHT WATCHERS SPECIAL
"DIET THING" A CHEF'S
t'r.rtions of Hoait Beef, Ham,
turkey. Salami and Swm Cheese
on a bed ol Lettuce and Tomato
Slices and your choice) of
)■* s'.-ii ,
V20J

HOURS
MON.-SAT. 10a.m. to 12 MIDNITE
SUNDAY 4,,.m. to 12 MIDNITE

**

DELIVERY
wtbivtni
MINIMUM $1.75

US. 25
SOUTH
NEXT TO
CLARKMOORES
SCHOOL
•
NOW OPEN
Our Second

Location

WEDNESDAY
Regular '2.40 Value

$189

1

COMPLETE DINNER

Includes: 3 Pieces Honey-Dipped Fried
Chicken, Mash Potatoes And Gravy
C ,e S,8W And
°
°ne HOt Butter"Tastln Biscuit
Eastern By-Pass
.F moui ££*"1977
!
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Sports

Turk and Bruce show loses opener, tops UNCC, 84-79
Hv FRANK 111 Sll
staff Writer

'

£

Welcome, ladies and gentlemen, to
the Turk and Kruce show.
Now appearing for your entertainment on the 1V7»4)0 edition of the
Colonels basketball learn are senior
forward .lames Tillman and junior
guard Kruce Jones
They are the stars and have produced
the only solid scoring punch on this
year's squad The two of them have
amassed 113 points in two games this
season
In Kastern's home opener of the
season. I he Colonels bounced back from
a mm overtime defeat to Butler last
Saturday to defeat the I'niversity of
North Carolina Charlotte 84-79.
In the Butler game the Colonels led
by as many as 16 points in the first half
hut went on to lose that lead plus the
game which extended into overtime
However, in the season opener Tillman
led the way with 35 while Jones contributed 24
In other action that produced better
results this past Monday, the Colonels
overcame a lO-pnint halftime deficit to
go on and rally and defeat I'NC Charlotte Kastern used its pressing
defense and the combination of Jones
and Tillman. which accounted for M of
the team's points, especially in the
second half
In the final minutes of the game
Jones completed passes consistently to
Tillman who went on to score points
The Sharpsburg guard had 12 assists in
the game, many of those going to
Tillman
These fine performances, however,
overshadowed the supporting roles of
the other players on the team, mainly
by Anthony Conner, a Moot-9 junior
college transfer and Mont 2 Donnie
Moore
Conner and Moore came off the bench
in the second half to add spark to the
Kastern rally Both scored all their
points in the second half ('onner scored
eight points and provided strength
under the boards, tying Tillman for
team high rebounds with seven
Moore pitched in six points and was
instrumental in starting the Colonel
rally midway through the second half
In the Butler game the Colonels
controlled the first half with their press
and built up a 12-pnint lead Kastern led
at the half 49-39. but in the second halt
left the press and allowed Butler to
catch and tie the game with two
seconds remaining on a 25-foot jump
shol by Gary Raker
Butler went on to win the game in
overtime aided by Kastern's poor
shooting and foul trouble by a final
score of !I3 !I2
"That wasn't our team out there
playing last week." commented Head
Coach Kd Byhre
"We pressed and had a 12-point lead
Then we relaxed a little and they came
hack on us Bad foul shooting and
turnovers hurl us in the second half and

eventually cost us the game." said
Byhre
However. Byhre had little praise for
his opponent's achievements last
Saturday.
"They made some unbelievable
shots: everything they put up went in.
Some of those shots should have never
went in. I'll tell you one thing: if they
keep on like that all season, then
they're going to be in trouble because
someday their luck is going to run out."
Although the team lost. Byhre feels it
could he a shot in the arm for the team.
"If we had won that game it might
have hurt us because we really played
badly The team would have developed
an attitude that they could play lousy
and still win.
"By losing they now know that if they
do not concentrate and play ball that
they will get beat We played sloppy,
ridiculous basketball and we paid for
it," said Byhre
This was not the case, however, in the
team's game against UNCC as the team
rallied back to win in the second half
displaying late season form and unity
The first hall belonged entirely to
t'NCC as they romped to an 8-1 lead and
went on to post a 44-34 halftime lead.
Kastern's only offense was produced
by the shooting of Jones and Tillman
who contributed II and 16 points
respectively in the first half UNCC also
dominated the Ixiards with a 31-16 half
advantage
Things began to turn around in the
second half due to the Tillman Jones o
offensive punch and the zone press
applied by the Colonel defense
Kastern. down by 16 points 52-36 with
12 minutes to go in the game, looked
like I hey were about to be romped
However, the Colonel team started its
rally with the help of Moore, who scored
four quick points due to turnovers
caused by the Kastern press The
Colonels quickened the pace of the
game and pulled to within three at 64-61
wilh the inside shooting of Conner and
the 12-foot corner shots by Tillman
Kastern got its first lead of the game
with B:35 remaining on a tip-in by
( onner < 'onner fouled out seconds later
hut not before giving the team needed
help >>n the boards and a few clutch
shots during the rally
Kastern finally took the lead for good
with 3:45 remaining in the game on two
free throws hy Tillman What followed
nexi were two of Ihe most exciting
play ot the game that also helped put
Ihe game mil of reach
Wilh I 117 in play Tillman. on an assist
from Jones, took a half-court lob pass
lor nn easy layup Seconds later, on
another assist from Jones. "Turk"
proceeded to give ihe fans his first slam
dunk of ihe season in Alumni Coliseum
Tillman scored 39 points while his
sidekick Jones contributed 15
I'NCC is coached by former UK
Wildcat Mike I'ratt who played his
college ball and two years of
professional ball with the Kentucky
Colonels with Dan Issel

defense." said Byhre
Turk wasn't the only Colonel playing
defense Monday as Dave Tierney and
Moore put the pressure on 6-foot-4 ("had
Kinch of I'NCC Kinch. one of UNCC's
top scorers, only hit 14 points for Ihe
game
"They stayed with him all over the
floor, that was our plan Dave and
Donny.put Ihe pressure on him and he
earned his 14 points." said Byhre
Kastern's finest asset in the second
half was its defense." according to
Byhre "If we would have played the
whole game like the second half it
would have been a different story
Rebounding and Ihe press put us back
in Ihe game

Byhre

"We had to go to the press When il
comes alive it causes turnovers by the
other team and helps us lo score easier
and turn things around." said Byhre
But is this a trend that will continue
throughout tTie season'1 "Well, if it

Kastern had the biggest crowd tur
nout HI loin of any home opener at AC
"We had a fine team last year and
nun Mol 15 home games We should not
have lost any games, though Overall
we have won 2fi of 31 home games The
crowd here is really behind the team
and this helps greatly and is en
iiiuraging lo the team." said Byhre
The team's next home game is
Saturday against Mississippi College

'The Great Colonel
Feaste' featured on
the eve of semi-

Moot 4 forward James "Turk Tillman. half of the Turk and Bruce Show, jams
home ihe final Colonel points of the game in the 84-79 win over I'NC Charlotte
last Monday night
Pratt s learn out rebounded Eastern
47-38 I'NCC's Phil Ward tallied 19
points while Bobby Potts and Donnie
Koonce collected 15 and 14 points
respectively
Byhre. unlike after Ihe Butler game,
had praise for his opponent
"This is a well coached It-am I'ratt
has done a good job Nobody realizes it
but they lieal a very good Toledo team
last week, onethat is ranked nationally
"This I'NCC team is tournament
bound, they have some fine individuals
and should lie successful." said Byhre
Byhre however was concerned about
his own team's depth. "Turk was a little
flat tonight Until we get Harkins in
there Turk will be depended on lo carry
ihe offense He has played almost the
whole lime in both of our games and he
looked tired out there
"Kighl now we don't have much
backup help Dave Bootcheck and
Buddy Cox are getting over food
poisoning from last week But I do
expert HarklM lo be an excellent

player when he becomes eligible." said
Byhre
Although Turk scored the game high
points he was modest in his reply "The
points are good but not as important as
Ihe other four guys out there who came
to play We hit ihe backboards in Ihe
second half
"The lirsl half was theirs but we
owned the game in the second half."
said Tillman. who felt it was a "do or

die situation
"We were out there drilling together
and made them turn the hall over and
then we capitalized on their mistakes."
said Tillman
Tillman also displayed excellent
defensive play in the second half. I'otls,
who had II points in Ihe first half, was
held to four in Ihe second half when
guarded by Tillman
"Turk can play defense "Thai's one
phase of his game that doesn't show like
his scoring ability If it wasn't for our
dependence on his scoring he could
show some people that he can play

onday
adnessl

Players, coaches, presidents and
media representatives will be treated
lo what is being called "The Great
Colonel Keaste" on Ihe eve of the
showdown at Hanger Field between Ihe
Colonels from the Ohio Valley Conference and the Nevada - Keno Wolfpack from the Big Sky Conference
Winner of Saturday's NCAA Division
l-AA semi-final game will meet the
winner of the Murray Stale I'niversity
1 also of the OVCi and l.ehigh
I'niversity clash, also lo be played
Saturday at Murray
While the banquet lo honor Ihe learns
is not open lo the public, members of
Ihe Colonel Club. Kastern's boosler
organization, are invited t* the
"Keaste " Beservations must beVhade
by noon. Thursday, by calling fi'/Jestfi
Tickets will be heid and payment for$fi
each made Friday evening at the lobby
desk in Ihe Powell Building where Ihe
banquet will be held
The affair, to begin al (i p m . is open
only lo Colonel Club members and their
immediate families Advance reservations, it is stressed, must be made
The program will include inIroducliofis of members of Ihe competing Kastern and Beno teams,
remarks by Colonel Coach Roy Kidd
and Beno Coach Chris Aull. University
President J (' Powell and President
Joseph Crowley of Nevada-Reno.
"The Great Colonel Feaste" will
fealurea king-sized buffet, specialty of
food service director. Carry Martin,
who describes Ihe menu as being "fit
for a Colonel "
Saturday's showdown between the
Colonels and Ihe Pack begins at 1:40

p m and tickets are now on sale at the
wesl concourse window in Alumni
Coliseum from Ham lo 4 30 pin
ihrongh Friday
Ticket windows at Ihe stadium open
at to a m Saturday Stadium gates
open al noon

Plenty ol
tickets
remaining
Athletic director Don Combs.
announced Wednesday afternoon
lhal plenty of good seats are still
available lor students and other fans
lor the National Division l-AA
playoff game with Ihe I'niversity of
Nevada Reno (his Saturday
Combs encouraged all students to
attend the semi-final dash, noting
lhal the support could be a deciding
Factor as to whether or not the
I iiivcrsits will be chosen as a future
sue in addition lo Ihe obvious factor
in the outcome of the game
The fact lhal Ihe game will be
televised will display the I'niver
sity's enthusiasm for the game all
across I IK- country, according lo
1 iimbs
I ickels are still available at Ihe
athletic ticket office for $.1 and $5 for
reserved seals
Colonel Club
members are as usual afforded
preferred scaling
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works as well as il has. then yes. we"
could use il all season We like Ihe
faster tempo and the fast pace is more
Id our liking." said Byhre
Byhre also showed concern about one
aspect of the learn thus far this season
"The team played with little emotion I
got on them at halftime and it seemed
lo work
"Also we weren't aggressive enough
as we should be Bui I was pleased at
Ihe wa> lhal Bruce > Jones 1 maintained
control ol the (earn out there." said

OR FOLDED

IF V0B WANT 14 R0BR BANKING
SERVICE FOR YOURSELF

GET IT
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One

HOUR
DRY CLeaneRS
Shoppers Village
Shopping Center
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Colonel players elated
upon receiving playoff news
K\ STKVK KI.KTt'JIKH
Staff Writer

start lor their game which could have
never l>een played
Hul then. (Irambling lost Uhe actual
score was 14-71 and the Colonels will
play Nevada
Reno at Hanger Field
this Saturday at I 40 p m

\t about 11 o'clock last Saturday
night, the Imokwnrms were laboring in
lU'ir dorm rooms, the night owls were
(tooling it up in downtown bars and the
lover* and other couples were nestling
in theaters and bedrooms and ears
i miccivahly
\nd also at that hour, the remaining
football players in O'Donnell Hall, who
were not •• .it the lime, anyway participating in an) of the above, were
instead creating and witnessing pan
rtemnmum
in
their own -right
Definitely
"Southern i-t. (irambling 6." cried
one hoarse voice upon learning the
outcome
We're going' We're going' We're
going." x-reamed another
X-- more players began filing in. the
whoop* became less restrained There
w.is dancing There was hugging Kven
a little singing
l-'or the Colonels had realized one of
their season long goals and made it into
Hi national playoffs
Km not without sweating it out for a
while Knllowing their victory over
Morcheadon Vox IT the Colonels knew
tli.ii their slim play of I hopes rested on
whether southern I nivcrsily could
defeat lop ranked (iranibling on Dec I
Their solid playoff hid was all but
eliminated alter their loss to Murray
Stale six weeks ago
The situation was out of their hands
"Noteam has helped us in the past."
said minor lullhack Dale I'atlon "lake
last \ear we were hoping Murray
would heal Western to give Eastern a
share of the ohm Valley. Conference
championship' hut the> didn't and this
M ii Western didn't heal Murray like
We hoped
..
To make mailers more complicated,
the I-'.astern coaching staff uncertain of
the team's playoff future before the
(iranibling
Southern match, was
Ion oil In schedule short workouts last
wivk in 'he event of a (irambhng loss
And practicing lor a game you don't
know \oil II play is not the ideal
situation
When I heard we were going to
practice last Tuesday Wednesday and
Thursday, I knew I wouldn t like it
unless it was worth our while." said
c.us Parks ■ freshman defensive hack
"I guess it turned out to be worth our
wliile "
I'atlon hinted at the difficulty in
getting totally involved in the semi
practices
I know I probably wasn't
really working ton hard." he said
"Alter thai week off. I was out of shape
a little
I had to gel hack into shape "
\s it turned out. the additional
woikouts alforded the Colonels a head

thankful for this opportunity "
Darryl Law son another junior offensive tackle, has been sidelined with
a knee injury since Nov 3 "I've got to
get healthy." he said "I've got to play
This only happens once in a lifetime "

I almost fell off the barstool.'
'No team has helped us in the past.'
'I'm hopeful...we'll get to play Murray.'
I couldn't believe that Southern
won.' said Tom Rorgor. a senior
noseguard "I almost tell off the bar
stool No seriously. I started having
x isions ol Reno and i irlando i the site of
the playoff finals i"
"I was very excited." said Parks
"I'm looking forward to practice more
than I ever have Something told me
tiramhting was gonna lose "
"All I could think was. Damn, we did
it "' said I'renlis Ragland. a senior
tight end
I was out with some friends
Saturday night, when I called the radio
station and found out." said tumor
offensive tackle Mike Sheehan "And
that lopped off the night
I'm just

"I though! we deserved to be in it with
a H-2 record." said Kevin Greve. a
sophomore guard He then revealed the
thought most pervasive on Colonel
minds
"I'm hopeful in the end. we'll get to
play Murray again," said (Jreve
l )h yes Murray What could be nicer
than a rematch with Murray, a team
also in the national playoffs ■ vs I .chigh
this Saturday!; the only conference
leant lo defeat the Colonels this year: a
team we all know and love
What could he nicer''
Perhaps lo defeat Reno this week and
get the- very opportunity to try. for the
Colonels lo keep the situation in their
own hands

Murray's Terry l.ove. who was chosen the Ohio Valley
Conference's Defensive Player of the Year, puts a hit on
receiver Rick Sang in the 24-7 posting of the Colonels during
the regular season Sang and his teammates may get a

chance toseek revenge on the Racers, but they must first get
past the I niversity of Nevada - Reno Wolfpack this Saturday
at Hanger Field (photo by Sieve Krnwni

Wilkerson, Behne, Spencer return to allaround gymnastics competition this season
lt( MllMI \hHH-R
Staff Writer
They ll\ through the air with the
greatest ol ease and on the ground
Ihi'j 're as i lose as the
Three
Musketeers or Charlies \ngels ever
were
Who is this brilliant threesome"*
Why they're the three returners on
I ii
\gnes Chriel/hcrg s gymnastics
team who compete in the grueling allaround competition including four
events
Rhonda Wilkerson Cheryl Rehne and
Laura Spencer are the only "allarounders" back hut according lo
Wilkerson. "the Ireshmen are looking
i>nod and will give-us the depth that we
need
Wilkerson. the
"Id lady' of the
leani is a junior ' 'here are no seniorsi
from Paris
liymnaslies have been a way of life
lor her for about eight years, starting at
the Lexington YMCA. where she
worked her way lo state champion in
I he all around competition as a minor
in high school and finished second as a
senior

\s a freshman here. Rhonda had the
distinction of lieing the only member of
the learn In qualify for nationals in
Seattle. Wash . hut an injury in regional
competition stymied any chances of
placing well in Washington
"After my Ireshman year I watched
the team really grow." Wilkerson said
We were all so close last year - it was
really a neat feeling "
Some highlights of Rhonda's season
last year were at regionals where she
placed second in vaulting and made the
finals in Moor exercises Also, in the
nationals she was the first Eastern
woman lo place, finishing 46th in the
all-around competition
be avflt lo make nationals again "
i heryl Rehne. a sophomore from
Ketienng. Ohio, feels the same way
"Our freshmen will add depth lo the
team "Thesays "We have three freshmen working all-around and three girls
that specialize, so we should be set
Rehne also has been competing for
uboul eight years and started at her
local YMCA. advancing lo TWIGS and

then lo Eastern
"There's always something new to
learn." Cheryl explained "You can
never accnnipliJnNevcryihing • there's
always room for inWovement
( 'beryl's lies! meet last season was al
the state competition where she placed
third all around with 35:05 points out of
a possible 40 n points averaging an H 7
on each of the four events
"I liecamc more consistent once I got

"Spence" lo her teammates, is a
sophomore Irom SI Mary's. Ohio and is
the third returner from the team
She loo. started at the Dayton
^ MCA. then lo TWIGS, finally ending
up on her high school team where she
competed ill the slate meet for two
years
"I love gymnastics became I've
gotten lo travel and meet people I never
would have gotten lo meet otherwise."
Spencer says

'We were all so close last yearit waft really a neat feeling.

to college where I realized I was doing
the sport because I wanted lo and
selling goals for me." she said "Also
on the college team it's less individualized and more team-oriented."
I .aura Spencer, commonly known as

Laura's best finish was fourth al
regionals in Ihe all-around competition
and a lirsl place finish on the balance
beam
Her best evenl is the balance beam
but "Spence" says her goal is lo im

prove her routine on the parallel bars
because "thai messed me up for allaround competition last season
Spencer is currently sidelined with a
sprained wrist and will probably miss
the lirsl nicer'
"I can't wail lo start practicing
again." she said
All three girls kept ir? shape this
summer by working at the Woodward
liymnaslies Camp in Woodward, Pa as
instructors and counselors
"We either taught classes or
supervised al Ihe open gym." explained
Spencer "H was a great experience
learning more about gymnastics,
meeting lots of people, and seeing
beautiful sights * it was just great'"
Tlie women have essentially been
working all year and wdl get a chance
to see if all this hard work pays off at
their first moot on Dec 15. in Weaver
liym against Indiana Stale and Rail
stale
"l»isl year's team suphsed everyone
liecause no one was expecting us to do
well, this year other teams are looking
out for us." said Rehne "We just can't
lake anything for granted now "
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Cow-knocking has finally arrived
in the field of intercollegiate sports
The Colonel cow-knockers
opened Iheir season last weekend
with two convincing wins over a
local Madison County herd.
Craig Schneider, the team
captain, co-founder and playercoach, led all scorers with 40 individual points in Friday night's
135-0 shutout, then came back with
a superlative 165-point effort in
Saturday night's 585-75 pasting.
Greg Mallory. the Colonels'
lanky fi-4 left wooper. led the
defensive charge for the defending
Ohio Valley Conference champs.
Potential .ill American Steve
Kldridge demonstrated good
lateral pursuit at his strong flanker
position m his debut with the
Colonels
Schneider attributes his team's
success to their sound knowledge of
the basic cow-knocking fundamentals.
"First, one has got to remember
to be very quiet, because cows
wake up very easily." said
Schneider in reference to the highscoring tactics of toppling a
sleeping bovine.
"Secondly, timing is of utmost
importance, because cows aren't
exactly easy to knock over. Finally
the most important thing to any
successful knock is scouting," he
added "You've got to know what
you're up against and especially
whether or not them big ol" heifers
are nut people-knocking."

Secondary scoring tactics played
an important role in Saturday
night's romp, especially the cornering techniques which upped the
final margin of the contest.
Eldridge, a 6-1, 205-pound
transfer from Michigan, was
responsible for most of the
secondary scoring with his effective two-handed slap method,
which he picked up during his
junior high days in Michigan
barnyards.
The history of cow-knocking has
been traced to the prehistoric
caves of southern France, where
cave drawings strongly suggest the
practice of brontosaurus knocking
existed.
However, no scoreboards or
scorebooks from this pre-agrarian
time period have been found.
Further archaeological evidence
indicates that the very first games
of this series were won by the
brontosauruses.
The sport was continued by Chief
Joseph of the Nez Perce Indian
tribe, who modified the sport into
buffalo-knocking.
Joseph is famous for his inspired
quote, "Urn fawa gumba gumba."
following a crucial IndiansBuffaloes match. Translated,
Joseph said, "What Knockers!"
The sport attained its presentday form in the midwestern United
States, largely due to Upton Sinclair's classic, "The Jungle,"

Jan's Shoes
West Main

published in the 1920s Sinclair's
masterpiece exposed the corrupt
Chicago stockyards and eventually
led to massive governmental
reforms.
Eldridge, however, knew nothing
of early 20th-century social
reformation. He simply picked up
his knocking techniques from a
family cow-knocking tradition in
Michigan.
"My boy Eldridge, he's got a
very good pair of hands," said
Schneider. "He also has tremendous foot-speed, a lot of heart, a
good attitude, learns quickly and
most importantly, he's got a pood
pair of cow field boots. I think he
will definitely be able to hi p the
ball club."
Schneider said that the key to
being an effective player-coach is
milking the potential on every
outing.
"Basically, we have a good solid
ball club," added the sophomore
Richmond native. "Many of our
players have had courses in cowculus and ac-cownting.
"I think we have the potential to
go big-time," Schneider cowmented.
But alas, big time college cowknocking may be no more than a
dream for Schneider's charges.
For BIG time college cow-knocking
is a religion at many larger
universities.
Take for instance the University

I ;
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I.ASTWKKK-S
RESULTS
Basketball
Dec l Hutler93. KKU 92. overtime
Dec 3 KKl' 84. I'NC-Oiarlotte 79
Box Score
I NC-UIARI.OTTK I7»l
Potts 6 3-4 15. Koonce 4 1-2 9.
VanDenliergh 0 0-0 0. Kinch 5 4-4 14.
Ward 9 1-3 19, G Johnson 0 0-0 0.
Scott 3 (t-1 ti. Houpt 1 3-4 5, Devone 1
1 13. M Johnson4 0-08. Seawell 0 0-0
0 Totals 33 13-19 79
KM' MI
Tillman 17 5-5 39. Dale Jenkins 0 01 0, Itnotcheck 1 4-4 6. Jones 6 3-4 15.
Tierney 0 5-6 5. Conner 4 0-1 8.
Bradley 0 2 2 2. Cox 1 1-2 3. Robinson
oo-O0. David Jenkins 0 0-0 0, Moore 3
0-0 fi Totals 32 20-25 84

ll.ilflime -t'N(C 44, KKl' 34
KflUled out Conner Total fotilsI'NCCai. KKl' 16 Technical none
A -6100 est
i PCOMIM; BVKNTS
Basketball
Dec- H Mississippi College al KKl .
Alumni Coliseum. 7 30 p m
Her 15 KKl' at Ball Stale
Dec 17 KKl" at Dayton
Dec 20 KKl" at Charleston
Jan 2 t \("-WilmuiKtnn al KKl
Jan 5 Southern Mississippi at
KKl"
Fastball
Dec K Division I-AA Semi-finals,
Nevadalteno at KKl
Hanger
Kield. 140 pm . I.ehigh Hi Murray
Stale, I 40 pm
Dec
15 Finals, Orlando, t-'la
J
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"This was largely duo to inexperience on my part with this
particular herd and my inability to
read their offensive formations
Probably the most disappointing
part was when one heifer juked me
along a fence row and I went face
first into a sticker bush." he added
"Probably, for our success we
need to remember the three things
to watch out for: cows with horns,
farmers with guns and. las! but not
least, we need to watch our manure
maneuvers, or else we could IK' up
to our ears in it "
Which is probably what I his
column really is

• 1 Jin. v Ribeyet
• : I lull) Baked Poiatoei
" .' Riii Shi i« I I'XIIS I niNi

acx
<=H&1

OFFERS A 10% SAVINGS
ON ALL JEWELRY & GIFTS.

schools. One of the more exciting
contests came last spring when the
Colonels downed arch rival
Western Kentucky 780-770 on a pair
of free slaps by Dave Guernsey
after the cow had expired.
A highlight of the style of play
native to the OVC is the much more
interesting formations used by
many smaller colleges. For the
Colonels this means the sic-man.
three-way, cross-flex defense,
which, if perfected, would have
provided the team's second
straight shutout.
Schneider takes most of the
blame for the points scored against
the Colonel Knockers.
*

BONANZA'S FAMOUS
RIBEYE DINNER

NEW
SHIPMENT OF
Dress and Casual
BOOTS
JUST ARRIVED
Richmond

(gem Jiati Jeweler*

i-f Nebraska. The Cornhuskers
athletic department pours into its
cow-knocking budget over $1
million, 500,000 pounds of feed and
2,200 head of cattle per year.
The University of Alabama
Alumni Association recently voted
to excavate 47 classroom buildings
to make room for the Bull Bryant
Cow Pasture.
After his school won the 1967
national cow-knocking championship, the president of Stanford
University cancelled the entire
spring semester for celebration
purposes.
But the ultimate in atrocities
from the evils of big time cowknocking came when an Ohio State
coach was fired for slugging an
opposing heifer in a post-season
bowl game.
Many of these larger schools,
disgusted by the restrictions of the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association
iNCAA)
have
threatened to secede and form the
proposed Professional Knockers
Union <PKU>.
"I am trying my best to keep
PKU out of Eastern athletics."
said Schneider. "We are basically
a peaceful organization."
Such atrocities are believed by
the Colonel coaches to outweigh the
benefits of good team spirit and
school enthusiasm.
Fan support seems to be no
problem for the scaled-down OVC

EXPIRES
j 12-9-79

SOUNDGUARD. DISCWASHERS.
EMPIRE CARTRIDGES,
ROCK PRINTS. TICKETS
■TAPE CASES. ALBUMS.
CASSETTES.
8 TRACKS

"THANK YOU"
COUPON

1

130 EAST MAIN STREET
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY 40475

OFF ANY
$10 PURCHASF AT

(606) 623-2300
ALBUMS-8-TR-CASSETTES

NEXT TO LEE'S LITTLE INN
MARKING IN REAR,

After The
Game Saturday
Come To Joes And
Drink For Free
With Purchase

DRINK
FREE AT
Free
Delivery
623-7752
623-7759
Sun. 1 p.m. Mldnlta
Moo - Wad. -

11 a.m. • 1 a.m.

Tnurt. - Sal.
11 a.m. - 2 a.m.
DOWNTOWN
WATER STREET

Q6
a

30c OFF Each
Additional Item
On Any Medium
PIZZA

COUPON EXPIRES DEC. 13. 1979

Monday ■ Saturday 1100 ■ 2:00 Daily Buffet
All You Can Eat $229
Next Monday Night Is Our Last Monday Night Buffet - $30Q

8:30

^.V.VL

11:00

m
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ArtSi

Tradition
dictates

Out of the blue
She's not set'n as oflen as she
used in IH' l>ul many drama
students
swear
she's
still
frequently
lound in the Pearl
Buchanan Theater in the Keen
Johnson Building
She is >poken of reverently,
sadly with (right, with affection
and with douht She is. however, a
true piece "I the University's
history
She is the Blue Lady, the spirit ol
a reputed actress of a
long
tin gotten play in the theater
The stories ol her origin are
varied and hazy but liehet in her is
strong in the theater department as
well as the others who have hap
pened upon her
Two vastly different stones are
told as to her origin, each with its
supporters and its own lew bits ol
tact
The tirst involves a coed actress
playing in the Little Theater the
role ol a tragic Greek who in the
pl.i> I'ommiiicd tuicide ai the end.
It is told that she became very
involved in the part in which she
wore a blue dress
At this point in the story even
those \Uio believe in this version
differ slightly

Christmas

itti^tmKW-ft'MMtm*-

Some insist that she refuses to
leave the floor ol the stage until
finally her fellow actors lell her

Others say simply that she was
so drained by the performance that
she immediately left the theater
Whether the former was added to
spice up the story or as fact, the
story continued with its versions
agreeing
The actress booked passage on a
train immediately Afterwards
The train she was supposed 10 IHon
wrecked
without
anyone
knowing whether she got on the
train or not
She was never seen on campus
again and since has supposedly
lieen inhabiting the theater as a
friendly ghost
The other story ol her birth is not
quite so common and has a rather
gruesome note, I" it.
In this tale, the heroine also is the
star ol a play in the theater
However, it seems in this version
of the story she was a rather eccentric soul as she went up to the
Student Union Building now the
Keen Johnson Building' bell lower
to study her lines each night
When she tailed IO leliiin one

night a group ol students went up to
investigate and found her hanging
from the tower
Although it makes a g
I story
the validity is slight because no
longtime Richmond resident I ha I I
talked with can remember a
suicide Irom the bell lower ol the
building
This version ol the story warns
that the Blue Lady is seen, at Ihe
same lime each year ■ supposedly
I lie anniversary ol her death i as a
blue light walking around Ihe hell
tower from w Inch she hung liersell
It is the IH-IICI ol many people
connected
with
the
drama
department that she is i»it si en
often anymore lor several reasons
in course, many contend thai Ihe
problem is simply that no one
frequents Ihe theater as ih< \ mice
did since Ihe building oi the new
Clifford Theater in the Campbell
Building

The primary one seems tu lie that
she
is not
needed
so
much
anymore She served her I unction
as a triend to pull the weak group
together to make I hem
Ihe
beneficial and strong orgaju/aiion
that thev are now

'Messiah'to be presented Sunday
SJ

Itx DUIIIIK Will.IAMS
Staff Writer
i he torty -eighth annual product ion ol
Handel s "Messiah" ul" be presented
Sunday fee i in brock Auditorium
Hue ol the oldest traditions nn
■ iini|Hls
Ihe oratorio is presented
\C.II i\ with ihe customary "Hanging "I
•lie ' tieens
i miei ihe direction "t l>avid Wayne
l.reenlee rlim-lor of I'hnrnl Vtivitics
•in- I diversity Singer* I'oncert Choir
.mil I mversitx Orrhestra will iierform

■2 s
•weddings
• graduation
• portraits
• passports
•gifts

•

wi

—

>

, a cr

• composites
•groups

u
-

•instant
photos

Exchange
Classified Ads
It's Easy
Call 622-1629
4th Floor Jones Bldg.
ROOMMATE WANTED Would Ilka lo
share large modern house in Ihe country
with mature female for spring semester
Private accommodations Call Glenda 624
■> Id or 2474
WANTED DC comics published prior lo
1974 Am especially interested in Batman
and Superman Am smiting to pay cash or
trade Also am interested in other types ol
comics published prior lo 1974 Call 9S6
1846
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES" Earn aura
eilra money at home operating a typing
service1 Information »2. stamped, sari
addressed envelope GIBSON. Bo. (73.
Piketon Ohio 4S*»1

LOST
White gold Sa*o watch Loat
Wednesday nigh! Nov 28lh Reward
Please call 2240
NEED TYPING DONE' 75 cants double
space M 00 ■tofk spec <*■ «3 4727

JOBS OPEN NOW Appalachian Mobile
Bookstore Write CSM Bookstore 104
Center St Berea Ky 40403

L

MEN' WOMEN' JOBS' CRUISE
SHIPS' SAILING EXPEDITIONS' NO
e.penenre Good pay1 Europe1 So
Pacific. Bahamas. World' Sand »4 95
lor APPLICATION
INFO
JOBS lo
CRUISE
WORLD
BOX
6012S
Sacremenio CA VMM

f

••elections I nun Ihe Christmas portion
ul Mie oratorio Soloists iftclude
soprano

.loan

l.orna

Honneniann

iiii'tsiisoprano. Claudia I'alania tenor
tun I'llgofl
.old
bass
linn
Hen
ilrieksnii
Mlfflll will) these selections Mill lie
presented "lilona " by
I'oulene.

leatunng lumor voice major
.Ian
Kiddell
The "MfNQiiah" was lirsi performed
in 1742 under Handel s own direction
.mil Hilli onl\ .i small Inree ol about Mi

SMALL
ANIMAL
MEDICINE
NANCi k

I \I

The t'niversity will celebrate the
Christmas season with three traditional
events: the Madrigal Keaste. Dec. 6
and 7 and on Dec 9. the Hanging of the
(■reens and a performance from
Handel's Messiah
The newest of these traditions, the
Madrigal Keaste. will regale diners
with food and music reminiscent of the
merry
idd
Kngland
of
Queen
Klizabeth's day
Kood Service, the music department
and the t'niversity Women will com
bine to present this regalement at 6:30
pm in Ihe Keen Johnson Kuilding.
featuring the Madrigal Singers

IIM O D\ M

623-4732

mtiMci.iris The ur.i.MiiM is IHIU |»'i
ttiiiiH'fJ«iili»\vi IL1"HiUMCMiiits and lias
tiivMim'iincol thr world's most popular
' 'lii'Mni.is pri'^t'nt.iliniis
Xrriiri.i.m
I"'
<;.«'rnlcr
Mil'
Mrssiali is n\<'r|M'tl'>nnfil ln'ifus

ntvti alom1 .hi1 punt- is IITVM'MWI.MI I«I
12 tiMM*< >t'arl>
To
piohu-iii ilw» Messiah

irinifh ihis
i> ilnnt' in its

t-\vi\ <itftr \«\ir *n order
In .illtiw tor Ihf performance nf iithcr
f(|u,ilK nii|Hiriaiii ' "hrislniaS pH'i c>
NIHUI WIMCMI

i

'Rust' only for iron-cast fans
tU HI Itltlh VMI I I \MS
Staff Writer
bust Never Sleeps.
a concertIIIOMC starring Nell Young and the
• ra/y Horse I'.and is an excellent movie
tor .ii'lent lovers of Young •• if you're
mil -nn- ul your loyally to Young, this
show iniiilil be a waste of lime
\s in young's music. "Kusl Never
sleeps" is padded with assorted
-\mliolie elements The movie seems
io lake young through a musical
tourney, deeidodly. an autobiography
.•I ins musical career
uverlones ol "Woodstock" are apparent as lie performs classics such as
Sugar Mountain" and "Needle aofjLthe^
-.J>rmiiige-l>on«."
- *■«■•—e»^
The movie Ik rounded out with the
kit (1 driving sounds of the ('razv Horse

see the meaning behind Ihe movie and
it's title Though a song recalling the
hie of the late punk rock star Johnny
Hollon. Young expresses a concern for
his fellow musicians who ultimately
lose their popularity, and for many
their lives, all in the name of foreverliving rock and roll
"The phrase. "Kust Never Sleeps" is.
in essence, symbolic of this constant
threat
Uasieally the movie is very confusing
When and if you Ret to Ihe roots of
Noung's symbolism, it is difficult to

DIAL
BIBLE
MOMENT

CAMPUS CINEMAS 1-2

<^iJ%fcu
iLtabu/uj

On Anything Of Value

624-2427

South 3rd

•Sell
•Pawn

Fast/Free Delivery
CO-d-OifO/I FreeCoKes with 1
0£H £**£** delivery lustask

Archies Upper Crust
263 East Mam Street
Richmond Kentucky

X|

Tropical House

Supplies
PRO Ml r-TI.KKnnoTIKH I KNTKK located On E Main and Hallie Irving
si Kuhmonri provides quality repairs at competitive prices "'Accept
Master Charge and Visa

\§ OM-I.01*

Watson's T.V. Service
Service on most makes and models
We sell Zenith and Quasai
312 W Irvine St Ph 623 327?
Richmond. Ky

Roberta's Fabric Shop
All Kinds of Material
Roberta D Dealon2l5E Mam St
623 0653 Richmond KY

218 South Porter Or.
623-7223

Rsh. Birds.
Hamsters,
Gunina Pigs
AH Your Pet

Richmond T.V. & Appliance
Center

Student prices Quality laundry and
cleaning Located m the Powell
building

ATIRTAINMENT FOR ADULTS!

precious Christmas GUIs

Phone
623-310'j

Campus Cleaners

A

8 00-9 50

"Complete Insurance Service'

We service all brands of color TVs
radios and stereos ' Toshiba TV's and
Tanglewood stereo's
Larry Fleig Ph 623 8849
Manager 227 W Irvine Richmond

Bargei 's Exxon
Quick Service. T re Sal'-!, Dvpai :
Towmq Service We'll r.ome ou •
start youi car
EKUBy P, ssPh 623 9/11
Rich Tiond Ky

Hamm's Gulf
i

■

■

Pro Muffler & Tire Center

■

24 Hr Wrecker Service
Student Checks
EKU By Past University Plata
Richmond. Ky Ph 623 0604

Sammy's Tire Service Center

Quick repairs, compi
Goodyear T"iv.
We accept Mastr-r Charger an I .
OpenB b Ph 6?4 2100
F Main fcr Hall.e livin- RH I

Wrecker Service
Mem Street
Richmond, Ky

Barger's Sunoco
Tune ups lirei l Bill
24 H- W'M
>l ■ .
Off the Eastern B, I
Richmond. K, Ph 623 516'J

Pick's Chevron
AH types of Mechanic work done
our prices on tires and batteries.
Eastern By Pass by Holiday Inn
Phone 623-5026

IIUCK

ions**

7 30-9 30

SJARTS TOMORROW !
Kuss Meyer's Raucous

Bus Station

People
That
Can
Help

PO

KARHM ABDUL JABBAR'
k

Comedy.

Dykes Insurance Agency

Second &. Irvine
Richmond, Ky.

ft? > QSflB

TSTAK

MONEY
TO LOAN
•Buy
•Sell

decide whether Young is expressing
sympathy toward these has-been
musicians or revealing paranoia
concerning his personal career This
movie is clearly geared toward Young's
admirers - those who are not deeply
lamihar with his works are excluded
from Young's message
Typical of most concert movies, the
production quality of "Rust Never
Sleeps" is poor-bad camera angles and
inferior sound quality
«
Yet this can be overlooked and even
goes so far as Io emphasize Young's
casual style
If you can handle Young's musical
style and symbolism. "Rust Never
Sleeps" will be'.a/very enjoyable exlierience - if \ ou're.jjwl' sure, maybe
you should venture into something a
jillle more tangible

Un.»»»Ml» Shopping. Wile-

& SERVICE DIRECTORY

*T i

band who accompany Young in such
songs as "Welfare Mother." "Cortes"
and "Like a Hurricane "
Not until the end of his journey do we

JIM'S
PAWN
SHOP

Third Street On Right
Oil Barnes Mill Kd.

302 Long view Drive

The annual tradition of Hanging of the Greens rings in the Christmas season at
the I diversity The event will be held in the Keen Johnson Building Sunday.
i>iv H tins year

The I'niversity's oldest traditional
(hiistmas event, the Hanging of the
(.reens. will include in its 50th annual
program this year a candlelight
procession, scripture reading and
carols by about 100 members of student
organizations at 4 p in in the Keen
Johnson building The speaker will be
the Heverend Donald H Smith, pastor
of the Beechmont Presbyterian Church.
Uiuisville
The t'niversity Singers, the Concert
Choir, directed by David Greenlee and
Ihe Symphony Orchestra, will perform
Christmas
selections
from
Ihe
"Messiah" and Francis Poulenc's
Hloria in an 8 p.m program in Hiram
brock Auditorium
The Hanging of the Greens and the
"Messiah" are free to the public.

*****

Hamster
Habitrail
Starter Sot
R.g. $15.90

i*ttM(F

SSsr ,

We H«.
Dog & Cat
ChrirtrntM
Stockings
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Giles displays
diverse works

B> HF.TTY MAI.KIN
.Staff Writer
Snmc of il confusing, much of it
fascinating, all of it highly creative the art work now being displayed in
Giles Gallery is definitely worth a trip
in to see
Kntering through a maze of colored
thread into a world of recording tape,
metals, ceramics, ropes and chains .
the walk through the gallery has a
surprise at every turn
Three senior RF A
Bachelor of
Fine Arls> majors are displaying the
cream of their creative productions in
the gallery through Dec 14. The art
work, which definitely has a conlempnrary look, represents years of
work for the three artists.
Kill Whitt's ceramics are impressive
and handsome Almost all of his work is
functional
stoneware,
including
planters, bottles, howls and mugs.
Anyone would love to have these
ceramic pieces for his or her home and
Whitt would love to sell them
If Mona Crater is anything like the
art she creates, then she is truly an
amazing person From dramatic to
humorous, her works are imaginative
and thoroughly entertaining
Her massive maze of colored threads
is not only amusing the title of the
work is "Drunken Spiders"), but

beautiful

Little Feat
stomps on
'the Farm*

"Off the Record" is similar in nature,
hut consists of reel-to-reel recording
tape and spans the two floors of the
gallery
(ireta Wesley is much like the art she
creates -- tiny, gentle and precise. Her
jewelry and metalsmithing are mostly
delicate little pieces that have been
exquisitely sculptured. From wall
hangings to a 14 karat gold toothpick,
her brass, copper and silver work is
very attractive.
II would be impossible to fully
evaluate the aesthetic quality of the
individual art works because not only
does every artist perceive the world
differently, but every artist also his
own unique understanding of what art
is
Wesley sees art this way . . . "Each
individual has her own perception of the
world formed through her experiences
and her filtering out of what has influenced her life. Every person has
within herself a unique set of experiences which renders her different
from others." Wesley remarked.
"I have come to the conclusion that
creativity and humanneas are inseparable The ability to feel and
translate
human
feelings
into
meaningful forms is our creativity."
she added

Sophomore art education major. Tim Taylor of Fairfield.
Ohio observes an exhibit in Giles Gallery. The objects on

■lisplay are part of the UFA show open there this week,
iphoto b> Steve Brown)

By KATHIK STAMPS
Staff Writer
One of the best albums to come out in
the past month lyear. perhaps) is Little
Feat's "Down On the Farm "
It could he more appropriately entitled
"The
I ..-isi
Record
Album Really." as this is the last time
that Little Feat will be heard on vinyl
together
Lnwell George, the driving force
behind the group, met with an untimely
death this summer and this is a
collection of his last works. The rest of
the band took the material to the studio
to remix and perfect the tunes for
recording
Songs like "Front Page News" and
"Kokomo"- sound like they came
straight from "The Last Record
Album " In fact, all the tunes have that
clear-cut Little Feat sound.
This is an excellent album: a
climactic experience for the last in a
Little Feat album collection.
The beginning of the title tune is a
farm scenario - a pig oinking and
George yelling "shut up" over and
over
"Down On The Farm" is so good, it
makes one wonder if they would have
been able to lop it ...But we'll never
know

'Wizard' queen led bewitched life

Garland's stormy life sorted in multi-colored 'Rainbow'
lt\ KTKVF.N l>. LYONS
Staff Writer
I illiin . male: This is thr final in the
11 ■ I• >■.: > of hiMik review* <HI the lives of
uliiiiioroiio. 11.1 in unit ir stars.
In trying to understand .ludy
Garland's life line must also try to
understand the Hollywood of her time
i 'hrisiopher
Finch
writes
in
"Hnintinw" 'the stormy life of
Garland' tii.it "Hollywood was an
iirenn »l power where the strong consumed the weak
Garland had nothing to offer but
talent and talent was merely a com
nudity
which was to lie stripped away
like some mineral Iron) the soil
Where I he low pressure system
began I" turn into the storm no one.

MII Incline, the author, seems able to
|<lll|M>lllt
Many authors place the blame on
Garland's mother.
F.lhel
Kven
tiarland described her mother as "the
real life Wicked Witch of the West."
the stereotyped, villainous stage
i ■ ml her
Finch looks at the facts more
honestly and openly in "Rainbow" and
says that the stories were probably
made up from some distorted fantasies
< ..irlanrl harbored
Itefore her mother died, she offered
tier own account of Garland's beginnings trying desperately to clear up
some of the misinformation that
Garland and MGM had dispersed to the
public

Sadly she died in vain. It seems that
in every arena someone must be thrown
In the linns Why Garland picked her
mother is a mystery to everyone
Perhaps the most monumental
success of Garland's career is "The
Wizard of Oz " It put the actress on the
everlasting marquee in heaven
After all. Garland had a voice nothing
less of incredible and no picture role
had come close to being an out-and-out
challenge
The whole
Garland's life
are the origin
mother
It is known

gamut of drugs into
is as much a mystery as
of her stories about her
that Garland hated the

early morning wake up calls for
rehearsals and most people feel that
when she finally started going out on
dales and to parties, she found those
early calls loo much to handle
So as to insure their commodity's
growth, the studio put Garland on
"wake up pills" so that she showed up
bright-eyed-and-bushy-tailed
After all. Garland was a big moneymaker and more money meant bigger
paychecks and more pictures
Anotheraheory is that Garland had a
weight problem and the studio found
that she wouldn't stick to her scheduled
diet so they pumped her full of diet pills
to keep her thin and attractive for the
camera
Where the drug problem originated is

mere skepticism but the fact that it
ultimately lead to her destruction is
not
Garland was an extraordinary talent
wrapped up in a extraordinarily contused mind
Throughout the ups and downs at the
hnx office as well as the ups and downs
with lovers and life in general, combined with the drugs, everything took
its toll on .ludy Garland.
"Ftnallyihe storm lurned to a tornado
and it touched down one night
.ludy Garland died in the restroom of
a small cottage on the outskirts of
London
The coroner's report read. "Acc idenlal death by an incautious dose of
harbiluraleH

It appears Garland's bloodstream
was already saturated with sleeping
pills when she half-awoke and took
more pills this time overtaxing her
tolerance
A scenario every barbituale user has
nightmares about
.ludy Garland had made her final
appearance All the talent and energy
Knby Gumm had transformed into
Garland ceased

t "hrisiopher Finch does a remarkable
job as a biographer of such a controversial star
"Rainbow" is the epitome of an open
and honest look into a Hollywood long
past as well as the life and times of the
immortal star - Judy Garland

SPECIAL
Mon -Sot 10A.M to 9PM
Sun 1 AM to 6PM

WE CAN SUIT YOU!
SPECIAL GROUP!

Book Sale For
Christmas Gifts
See Your UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE.

WOOL SPORTCOATS
SJA99

49

Originally To $85.OO

MEN'S SUITS

79
Originally To $145.00
polyester and poly/wool blends
SAVE TO $100.00 AND MORE!

MEN'S SUITS
*■■)

K,NOSR»ooe
HAUSTON
CUEBOBNE
PA«*
Rag. To $245.00
wool and wool blends

\
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Positive reactions

Powell

RA survey shows betted
response than last yea*

hours % _
extended

Bv UKAN IIOI.T
Staff Writer

IConlinu«d from pas* 1)
work." she slaled This will benefit
everybody '"
Daugherty explained thai, at the end
of the semester, he will make a
recommendation to -President Powell
concerning the success or failure of the
trial proposal
"I think that if there is a valid need,
it'll show up
if it's practical for us to
continue this." Daugherty remarked
"t'nless we try something, we really
won't know
The Kxtended Hours Committee was
composed of members of Men's and
Women's
lnterdorm.
Student
Association, dean of men. dean of
women and Daugherty
The new hours of the Powell
Kuitding lobov beginning spring
semester are as follows:
Miiiiiiii \ through Thursday 8 a.m.
- 2 a.m.
1 ■ niliiv - N a.m. - x p.m.
s.iini cl.n - 9 a.m. - 10 p " .
siiiiit.n - II a.m. - .' a.m.

Begley
dies
(Contlnuad from pas* 1)
Begley was married to the former
Vcra Jennings of Berea They were
parents of a son Kobert J Begley of
Kichmond and Marlene Begley Young
of l.c\ini!iiiii There are six grandchildren. I .null Ashley and Robert
Begley and Mike. Steve and Greg
Young
In addition to its pharmacies, the
Begley Drug Company also owns and
operates Big "B" and Key Dry
Cleaning operations A wholly owned
subsidiary. BAB (equipment and
Supply, is a wholesale distributor of dry
cleaning equipment and supplies
The Company currently operates 52
drug stores and 70 dry cleaning
establishments in several states

Robert Begley. University Regent, died this week The Begley Building, used
by physical education, military science and law enforcement students, was
named for him

Faculty selected
for leadership posts
Several members of the University's
health education faculty have been
selected to leadership posts in the
Kentucky Association for Health.
Physical Kducation and Recreation
l)r
l>on I.
Calitri was named
executive director, replacing l»r I.ee
(■entry, also of Eastern, who served II
years Calitri will also be Association
treasurer
The continuing position of editor of
the KAHPKR Journal will be held by
Dr Robert Baugh. who will also be a

member of the Board of Director!
The position of vice president for
health "ill I*' held by Hi I.es Ram
sdell. and ihai of vice-president-eleel
h>l>r Merita Thompson Kamadell will
;ilso be ;> board member
InThompson was awarded the
\ssiK-ialion s merit award "tor out

standing sen ice
The professors arc members ol the
Department nf Health Kducation in the
College nl Health. Physical Kducation.
Recreation nnd Athletics

Results from Resident Assistant
iRAi and hall director surveys have
been compiled and the results given to
each director in all 17 of the University
dormitories
Dan Bertsos. director of men's
residence hall programs, said that the
results from the survey showed a
generally l>etler response out of the
various residence halls than last year's
surveyOver three fourths of the 3.008
students who completed and returned
Ihe surveys indicated that their individual RA was fair to everyone,
encouraged activities and provided
satisfactory assistance to residents
Nearly three-fourths of those returning
Ihe survey said that their RA made
their floor acceptable for studying.
Among the questions asked the
students concerning their hall, threefourths of the residents indicated that
Ihe director was available to them
when they needed assistance, while
nearly thai number said the director
promotes and encourages programs.
The questionnaires distributed to
students this year were different from
last year's, Bertsos said The survey
asked :17 question! last year while the
just completed survey was shortened to
IK questions
As opposed to the earlier survey.
which only allowed for four responses,
cither 'often." "seldom." "not at all"
or "no opinion." Ihe new survey had
five responses, which broke those
earlier answer areas into more defined
groups
The survey asked for responses as
■mes uf either "strongly agree."
"ai'ree."
"disagree."
"strongly
disagree" or "no opinion."
Nine "I Ihe questions on the current
survey were directed towards relations
between ihe residents and their
assistants, while eight of the questions
concerned ihe director The last
question asked the student to indicate
Ins class slanding
Seven thousand surveys were
distributed and the returned surveys

were from the following categories of
students. Freshmen returned 1041
surveys; sophomores. 836: juniors, 627;
seniors. 411; and graduate students. 50.
Sixteen of the forms were improperly
completed and the class rank could not
be determined.
"While the total number of surveys
received is less than last year, by about
200 people, we're getting a better
response from every floor on campus
rather than strong responses from
some of the floors and weak responses
from other floors." Bertsos said.
He added that the response was more
consistent than in prior years, with
Todd Hall cited as an example of the
consistency being true he said Todd
Hall, which does not have a RA for
every floor, saw many students living
on the non-RA floors not returning their
surveys last year
This year, the floors on Todd without
RA's did return surveys in larger
quantities Such an occurrence means
that the survey conducted this year was
representative of a wider cross section
of students, he said
The responses also showed an increase of 10 percent in the number of
positive answers given during the
polling this year. Bertsos said.
"If there is one area I'm discouraged
with it's that students have not gotten to
know the RA's and that hall residents
aren't getting to know the RA's That
students would ignore that resource is
discouraging because we (housing!
spend a lot of time getting the RA's
ready to help students and they want to
help students and when a student
refuses Iheir assistance or ignores
them as a resource, it's very
discouraging to the^ RA's." he said.
Bertsos said il was "very gratifying"
to him thai there was an increase in the
positive responses on questions concerning the directors than was shown in
last year's survey.
Bertsos said that the large number of
students which each director is
associated with may be a reason for the
number of students who voiced no
opinions on so many issues Kach
director has an average of 350-400
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Tues, Dec. 11th, 7|
Wed., Dec. 12th l|
Ferrell Room Coml
Fri., Dec. 7th, 11:J
Sat. Dec. 8th, 11:!
Grise Room, Combi

4 Big Movies
Dec. 7th & 8th
Two Midnight Movies
Mash, 11:30 Fri. ft Sat.
Every Which Way But Loose, Fri. 1200
Express Sat. 12:00
Check Location
-TOE
Fri., Dec. 7th, 7:30 ft 9:30
Sat.. Dec. 8th, 7:30 ft 9:30
Midnight Fri., Dec. 7th

Ferrell Room
Ferrell Room
Ferrell Room

Walk into the incredible true
experience of Billy Hayes.
And bring all the courage
you can.

BARBRA STREISAND
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There., Dec. 8th, 7 b 9:30 Ferrell Room

An AlAN PARKER Film MIDNIGHT EXPRESS
PHERGUBfR —."OLIVER STONE **■,■, ALAN MARSHALL
. DAVID PUTTNAM ... .ALAN PARKER.
tfV ■ •*•■ -
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Sun., Dec. 9th, 7 ft 9:30 Ferrell Room
Mon.. Dae. 10th. 7 ft 9:30 Pearl Buchanan
Midnight Sat., Dec. 8 Pearl Buchanan
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Positive reactions

Powell

RA survey shows better
response than last year

hours
extended

Ky IIKAN IIOI.T
•■.-**..■_■*

(Cononuad from p«t> '•

work." she staled "This will benefit
everybody "'
Daugherty explained that, at the end
of the semester, he will make a
recommendation to President Powell
concerning the success or failure of the
trial proposal
"I think that if (here is a valid need,
it'll show up
if it's practical for us to
continue this." Daugherty remarked
"I'nless we try something, we really
won't know "
The Kxtended Hours Committee was
composed of members of Men's and
Women's
Interdorm.
Student
Association, dean of men. dean of
women and Daugherty
The ne» hours of the Powell
Km lit nit; lobhv. beginning spring
semester are as follows:
\loinla\ through Thursdav - H a.m.
- 2 a.m.
Krida* - x a.m. - x p.m.
Saturday - 'i a.m. - 10 p.m.
Sunria« - II a.m. - 2 a.m.

Begley
dies

Robert Begley. University Regent, died this week The Regley Building, used
by physical education, military science and law enforcement students, was
named for him.

(Continued from page II
Hegley was married to the former
Vera Jennings of Berea They were
parents nf a son Robert J Regley of
Richmond and Marlene Begley Young
of l.i'xintjton There are six grandchildren. I.eigh. Ashley and Robert
I'eglcy ;ind Mike. Steve and Greg

Young
In addition to its pharmacies, the
Hegley Drug Company also owns and
uperaies Rig "B" and Key Dry
• leaning operations A wholly owned
subsidiary. HAH Kquipment and
supply, is a wholesale distributor of dry
cleaning equipment and supplies
The Company currently operates 52
drug stores and 70 dry cleaning
establishments in several states

Faculty selected
for leadership posts
Several members of the I'niversily 's
health education faculty have been
selected to leadership posts in the
Kentucky Association for Health.
Physical Kducation and Recreation
Dr
Don I.
Calitri was named
executive director, replacing Dr l-ee
Gentry, also of Eastern, who served n
years Calitri will also be Association
treasurer
The continuing position of editor of
the KAHPKR Journal will be held by
Dr Robert Kaugh. who will also be a

mcmlier of the Hoard of Directors
The position of vice president for
health will lie held by Dr l.es Ram
xdell. .inil that uf vice-president -Heel
b> Dr Met n.i Thompson Ramsdell uill
also i>e .i hoard member
Dr
Thompson was .iu.u<1nl Ihe
\ssi« laiiiin s merit award
lor out
standing service
The professors are members of the
Department nf Health Kducation in the
College ol Health, Physical Kducation.
Recreation and Athletics

Results from Resident Assistant
i RA i and hall director surveys have
been compiled and the results given to
each director in all 17 of the University
dormitories
Dan Bertsos. director of men's
residence hall programs, said that the
results from the survey showed a
generally better response out of the
various residence halls than last year's
survey
over three-fourths of the 3,008
students who completed and returned
the- surveys indicated that their individual RA was fair to everyone,
encouraged activities and provided
satisfactory assistance to residents
Nearly three-fourths of those returning
the survey said that their RA made
their floor acceptable for studying.
Among the questions asked the
students concerning their hall, threefourths of the residents indicated that
the director was available to them
when ihey needed assistance, while
nearly,thai number said the director
promotes and encourages programs.
The questionnaires distributed to
students Ihis year were different from
last year's, Rertsos said The survey
asked :l" questions last year while the
Just-completed survey was shortened lo
1H questions
As opposed lo the earlier survey,
which only allowed for four responses.
either often.'' "seldom." "not at all"
.ir "no opinion." the new survey had
five responses, which broke those
earlier answer areas into more defined
groups
The survey asked for responses as
nnes nl either "strongly agree."
"agree."
"disagree."
"strongly
disagree" or "no opinion
Nine nl Ihe questions on the current
survey were directed towards relations
between the residents and their
assistants, while eight of the questions
concerned ihe director The last
question asked the student lo indicate
Ins class standing
Seven thousand surveys were
distributed and ihe returned surveys

4 Big Movies
Dec. 7th & 8th
Two Midnight Movies
Mash, 11:30 Fri. It Sat
Every Which Way But Loose. Fri. 12:00
Midnight Express Sat. 12:00
Check Location
-THE-

Fri.. Dec. 7th, 7:30 fr 9:30
Sat.. Dec. 8th. 7:30 b 9:30
Midnight Fri.. Dec. 7th

Ferrell Room
Ferrell Room
Ferrell Room

Walk into the incredible true
experence of Billy Hayes.
And bring all the courage
you can.

RYAN O'NEAL
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There., Dec. Bth. 7 fr 9:30 Ferrell Room

The responses also showed an increase of 10 percent in the number of
positive answers given during the
polling this year. Bertsos said.
"'If there is one area I'm discouraged
with it's that students have not gotten to
know the RA's and that hall residents
aren't getting to know the RA's. That
students would ignore that resource is
discouraging because we I housing!
spend a lot of lime getting the RA's
ready to help students and they want to
help students and when a student
refuses their assistance or ignores
ihem as a resource, it's very
discouraging to the RA's," he said
Bertsos said it was "very gratifying"
lo him thai there was an increase in the
positive responses on questions concerning Ihe directors than was shown in
last year's survey
Bertsos said that the large number of
students which each director is
associated with may be a reason for the
number of students who voiced no
opinions on -so many issues Each
director has an average of 350-400

M*A*S*H
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BARBRA STREISAND

He added that the response was more
consistent than in prior years, with
Tndd Hall cited as an example of the
consistency being true he said Todd
Hall, which does not have a RA for
every floor, saw many students living
on the non-RA floors not returning their
surveys last year
This year, the floors on Todd without
RA's did return surveys in larger
quantities Such an occurrence means
thai Ihe survey conducted this year was
representative of a wider cross section
of students, he said

ROBERT ALTAIAN'S

UNIVERSITY
FILM$ERIES

\\mm

were from the following categories of
Stiififtrttc
liVaihmon returned
rahirn«rl Iflll
students.
Freshmen
1041
surveys: sophomores. 836: juniors, 627:
seniors. 411: and graduate students, SO.
Sixteen of the forms were improperly
completed and the class rank could not
be determined
"While the total number of surveys
received is less than last year, by about
200 people, we're getting a better
response from every floor on campus
rather than strong responses from
some of the floors and weak responses
from other floors." Bertsos said.

t^pf*
An ALAN PARKER Mrr- MIDNIGHT EXPRESS
. ~.PETER GUBfR -.--.CXIVER STONE —►AlAN MARSHAlt
DAVID PIJTTNAM
AlAN PARKER-. — ^GIORGIO M0R00ER

Sun., Dec. 9th, 7 fr 9:30 Ferrell Room
Mon., Dec. 10th, 7 fr 9:30 Pearl Buchanan
Midnight Sat., Dec. 8 Pearl Buchanan

residents in his or
her dormitory.
c
li...-t<...inunlninxl and for one person
Bertsos explained,
to personally acquaint himself or
herself with that many people is a
formidable task.
The surveys were given to the hall
directors last Thursday and the individual directors will meet with the
resident assistants in the director's
dormitory to relay the results of the
survey for the RA's particular floor at
that time.
Overall, the directors were happy
with both their and the RA ratings.
Rertsos said.
The results from the survey will be
run through computers again to
determine specific information concerning various classes of persons
returning the surveys and their compared responses
One example of this re-evaluation
will probably be a comparison between
the residents who indicated that they
were satisfied with the RA or director's
assistant, while another individual
study may be done to gain a comparison of responses from those
students who said that their RA
promotes and encourages activities
Three or four questions from the
original survey will be used for deeper
analysis, Herisos predicted. Bertsos
said that Ihe purpose of the survey is
only to point out the weak and strong
points of the RA and hall director staffs,
not as a tool with which to fire a poorlyperforming individual
The total actual dollar cost of the
survey was around (50. which was
required to print the surveys for
distribution to residents. The computer
lime and time of University personnel
devoted to the project were not considered expenses which were used
solely for the project
Currently Bertsos says he hopes that
the survey will be an annual University
project
The survey was started last year
because of feelings among the
residence hall staff and housing officials thai such a program was needed
Rertsos had, before coming to the
University last year, been involved
with other institutions with periodical
surveys

Tues, Dec. 11th, 7 & 9:30
Wed., Dec. 12th 8:30-10:30
Ferrell Room Comb Bldg.
Fri., Dec. 7th, 11:30
Sat. Dec. 8th, 11:30
Grise Room, Combs Bldg.

